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Mail.
bad time to spit on his bands and get
the whole a very good oonditlon os
his feet placed Oapt. Olarke sent
regards the enforoement of law and
Lewis to the talf grass in right field,
for this creditable oonditlon.be gave
calling in Files to take bis place.
Governor Coob a large share of the
The obauge made no difference, how
dredit. He then went on to review
HENRY McVEIQH, Correspondent.
ever, for Oolby was ont to 'win, and
the campaign of 1904 that resulted in
Ooombs got a single, Willey another,
Goy. Oobb’s eleotion, analyzing the.
Tilton a base on balls, and we bad
relation of the Republioan platform
Mr. John ijlean and Mr. Oooper present paper may not have the full
five rnna The next three men went
and
Gov. Cobb’s speeones in regard to
Tisited Watervllle Thnrsday foron ion. complement of No. Vasealboro news.
ont In order.
^
.,
the liquor legislation and showing
As we are unable to work on account
Oelby scored .three more in the
that by the large majority Gov. Oobb
The mill agents’ premises, whirh at of a broken arm received wliile at
eigUth and the game was over.
received
at tlie eleotion the great
all times look neat and clean, look work in the Vassalboro mills we con
The game showed that Oolby has an
bulk of tho people of Maine were de*
better if possible, this opening month cluded to take the present trip. Many
excellent team. This was the first
olslvely in favor of a fearless and hon-*
of spring than ever before.
will begrude it to ns, but the world Coombs Pitched Pine Game Bnt Was
game and some of the new players New Officers are Elected for Inoorpo- est enfornement of the present pro
will move just the same. On our
ated Body and Annual Reports are hibitory law. He showed that npon
Poorly Supported at Times—IiBwis were a irifie unsteady at times when
Mr. Morrison, sale agent for the return we will endeavor to give some
errors meant runs, bnt under the
Read—A Very Successful Meeting. the analysis of the eleotion returns
Went to Pieces and Ketired.
American Woolen Oo., was iu the of the sid'hts. met in our travels.
coaching of Ooombs and Cowing, that
there was nothing to indicate a
Tillage several days last week looking
will work off. The pennant should
growth in the sentiment for resnbafter his part of the basiness.^
Banker Hill, whose story the writer
Oolby won its first ohampionsbip fly on Ooluy Fie^ another year.
The annual meeting of the Chris mission bnt everything to indicate a
in sorrow has beard told and of the
The Boore:
Thursday a man employed hi the battle read, has made a deep impres game of the season Wednesday by de
tian Civio Leagne came to a snooess- strong desire of the people for the
OOLBY.
dye house lost his balance and i i try sion on him. Every child born cn feating Bowdoin to the tone of 11 to
fnl oonolnsion Tuesday evening at retention and enforcement of tlie
ab r bh no a e the Baptist church with an able ad prohibitory law. Followipg his re
ing to save himself from death iii the this continent should be imbued -witih 6, as given iu Wednesday’s Evening
Tribon, If
4 2 1 » 0 0
view of the last eleotion and of the
boiling liquid, bad one leg badly the spirit of patriotism to know fully Mail.
Dwyer, o
1 2 0 16 0 2. dress by congressman Chas. E. Little
The game was a good one to watoh, Craig, 8b
scalded.
6 4 4 U 0 0 field of Rockland and Rev. E. O. Din present oonditions the speaker re
their country’s history. Although
except for people troubled with heart Ooombs, p
4 2 8 1 4 0 widdle, Ldgislativo representative of ferred to the legislation of the last
Banker Hill was a defeat it proved to
6 0 1 6 0 1
session and in pattionlar to the Star*' Mr. Barnes, true to the principles America that on this soil independence failure, as there was plenty of bat Willey, lb
2b
4 0 0 0 1 0 the. American Anti-Saloon League at gis law, as the fulfillment of the Rewhich actuates all New England men, and liberty had found a foothold. ting, good and poor playing mixed, Tilton,
Pile, of
6 0 1 1 0 0 Washington. There was a good sizea
on receiving the congratulations of Bunker Hill monument we Vill climb and a mixture of Inridand daring base Pngsley, ss
'6 0 0 0 2 0 andienoe present and the addresses pnblioan platform and Gov. Oobb’s
pledge of enforoement. He paid a
friends 24 hours after the knot of and from its dizzy heights we will running. Bowdoin was fairly out Starkey, rf
4 1 1 2 0 0 were much enjoyed.
liign
tribnte to the Storgis commis
matrimonial bliss had been tied passed look down upon that city which played at all points of the' game al
After the formality of incorpo
Totals
37 11 n 27 7, 3
though Oolby went to pieoes badly at
sion and expressea the {^eatest oonflaround the cigars.
rating
the
League
had
been
completed
British greed tried to embrace but times.
BOWDOIN.
late in the afternoon the following denoe in the snooess of the law.
American genius circumvented.
ab r bh po a e
Ooombs pitched a fine game for
Mrs. .Susan Underwood of Lisbon
In oonolndinu his address he spoke
oers of the new organization were
4 2 2 2 6 0
Oolby,. striking ootJU taen and play White, SB
Falls was visiting Mrs. Donahoo and
briefly
on the Liquor Agency question
oted:
Pres.,
Prof.
Geo.
O.
ParingAbbott, 0
The brown-tail moths which seem
3 2 2 6 2 1
ing bis position finely, as he always Clark, If
family a couple of days last week.
wlfloh
is
now being agitated beoanse
4 0 0 3 0 0
1 of Farmington; vioe-presideut,
to be causing much annoyance to the does, and if he had been properly sup
Mrs. Underwood for many years has
of
tlie
closing
of it in some places by
Green,
lb
4
1
0
1
0
,7
S.
Holway
of
Aagnsca;
olerx,
farmers and others interested in pre
4 0 1 0 0 0
ported would have held Bowdoin’s Ellis, of
made a practice of visiting this place
the authorities. He said he would
V.
H.
N.
Pringle
of
Watervllle;
venting the destruction of all that is score down to two rnns.
4 0 0 1 0^ 0
^ Files, rf, p
in the month of May to see to the
isnrer, Maysr Horace Parin ton of not say the time might never come,
Hodgson, 2b
beautiful in God’s creation, perhaps
8 1 0 2 2 1
■ Bowdoin put iu a lefthander, Lewis, Lewis, p, rf
resting place of her children, that it
8
0
1
1
0
0
tervillo.
The followins were when no liquor would need tp be sold
think of thenaselves as alone, but to do the twirling and by bard work
be properly cared for, in the little
Orowley, 3b
4 1 0 2 1 4
3ted a board of directors: Mayor for medioinal, mechanical and manu
there are other things to be considered
he managed to last nearly seven in
cemetery on the hillside.
race Pnrinton of Waterville, Prof. facturing parposes bnt he was con
besides those disturbing pests. For
Totals
84 6 6 24 12 6
nings, when Oapt. Olarke changed
C.,Paring ton of Farmington, M. S. vinced that at the nresent time in the
instance the Darwinian theory 6f
Earned runs, Colby, 3; Bowdoin 1,
A fair exchange is no robbery. Mr. man’s origin will be exemplified if him for Files. Bowdoin played a very Two-base hits, Trlbon. Home run, Holway of Augusta, W. F. Berry of present stage of sooiety there was need
good fielding game with the exception Abbott. Saorifioe hits, Dwyer, Ab Kent’s Hill, Bamael 'Vase of Madi of snoh sale and he believed the Agenojf
Michael O’Keeffe works I during the this village can’t have another barber
of
Crowley who was playing at third bott. Bases on balls, off Ooombs, 2; son, E.T. Barrowes of Portland, Prof. was the best and fairest as well as
winter and spring months in the mill, soon. The present incumbent is doing
base.
He showed up poorly in prao off Lewis, 4. Strnok ont, by Ooombs, A. W. Anthony of Lewiston and O. the only legal method of condnoting
then stays out daring the planting- all that nature can possibly do, but
14; bv Lewis, 3. Passed balls, Ab
tice
and
did not improve any as the bott
tho sale of liquor for snoh purposes
2; Dwyer. Hit by pitched ball, A. Miliiken of Angnsta.
and harvesting season. During the even that has its limit. It is exas
slack season each brother, Daniel and perating and works upon ih^ nerves game progressed. White played the Dwyer. Umpire, MoQovem. Time,
Following the eleotion of officers under the present statutes of the
2 hours. Balk, Lewis. Wild pitob,
Michael, assists the other, so when of the writer to think that 'Yassalboro star game for the visitors, accepting Lewis. Stolen bases, Craig, Ooombs Rev. O. B. Owen, secretary of the state. He nrged that the Ageuoies
seven
chanoes
without
an
error.
the busy season is over each one has boys are obliged to go to ‘wateryille
League delievered the annual secre should be honestly and properly ad-2, Willey 2, Tilton, Green, Ellis.
For Oolby “Shorty” Craig was the
accompished something in the'world’s to get shaved. What’s the matter?
tary’s address whiob was quite long ministered and said he feared the
THE STANDING.
High Muok-a-Mnok at the bat and
«reed for gold.
and covered everything nsnally in- present attempts to close them were
Is there any reason why we are thus
Won. Lost. P. 0.
ran bases like a brindle pnp just
due to the enemies of tsmperanoe
polluted? Tour correspondent waited
1
0
1000 claded In a secretary’s report. “The, I who were trying by this action to
Oolby
The writer and wife started for two full days for a hair cut and then ahead of a swarm of bees. He got Bates
fundamental
aim
of
the
Christian
1
1
600
Boston Saturday afternoon. May 18, was obliged to postpone the .event un fonr bits ont of five times at bat and Bowdoin
1
1
600 Civio League,” said the report, “has crente a sentiment against pobibi- ti
gathered
in
four
of
Colby’s
11
runs.
U. of M.
0
1
000 always been to give the flttnost assist tion.
via Kennebec River boat to be al .sent til he reached Boston, which event is
He had no chanoes in the field. Pngsin all 10 days. Owing to this the given in another item.
ance in seonring for the state good Congressman Littlefield‘b address wa#
ley accepted two dififionlt ohanoes, all
MAT BE ANOTHER MURDER.
government. It does not proceed upon exceedingly logical, able and instrno^
that be bad. Bis pick-up and throw
the assumption that people can be tive, and also eloquent. He spoke for
contained in the first report of the isth- to first on a sharp hit by Lewis in the
fully an hour and his address was
mdan canal coniiuission:
second inning was. a beauty. Dwyer Mysterious Death of Sidney Laurenson made righteons, prosperous or happy
frequently ptinotnated by liberal ap*‘Au important question of policy is
by
law,
bnt
that
only
tbrough
gov
Being Investigated by Somerset Offi
yet to be determined. If the isthininn held Ooombs well bnt lost his head at
planse.
ernmental
order
and
respect
for
law
cials—Body Was Found in Woods
canal ooranilsslon are not bound by any times and his two errors in tUe fifth
can conditions favorable to the gene^ Following Cong. Littlefield, Bev.
restriction of congress as to w’here they were largely responsible for fonr of
North of Jackman.
ral
welfare of the people bo seonred. E. O. Dinwiddle spoke bflefly upon
llecessities For Building the shall purchase machinery, materials Bowdoin’s runs. , Dwyer has the stuff
(From Tuesday's Svontng Mali.)
The founders of the Leagne recog tho temperanoe work the Anti-Saloon
and supplies, then it w'ould seem to be in him, however, and with a little
nized
certain grave symptoms of dis League was doing at tlie national
Is
another
mnrder
mystery
to
be
Canal Will Be Purchased,
their duty to construct the canal ns more seasoning will be all right.
added to Somerset’s grnesomeMieoord? ease in the body polltio appearing in capital iu the way of inflnenoing
cheaply ajs possible and so to liny what
The game opened with Bowdoin at
they need where they can get it'ehoapSnob, aooording to the despatches, is flagrant abuses of law and order. To legislation in favor of temperanoe and
tho
bat and White put on a pair of his
est. This, however, is certain to pro
the whisper that oomes^ floating down discover and remedy the disease of prohibitory prinoiples. He sjxike in.
duce, every time that a largo contract strongest magnifying glasses and from the extreme northern boundary which these abases are symptoms the partioniar of the fight tq bring the
Is a-warded to a foreign manufaetnreii stepped to the plate. His lamps proved of the state, where some two weeks League-regards as its first and chief new state of Oklahoma into the
or dealer, an outcry on the jiart of the to be tue thing and he oraoked ont
Union a prchlbltory state, and of the
ago, ait the head waters of the ^t. mission.” .
American unsuccessful ooinpetitors. If single, taking second on a saorifioe by
The report oontained an aooonnt of signifloauoo of one or two other bills
congress approves the policy of favor Abbott. He stopped there as the next John river, and a scant dozen miles
Commission Acting In the In ing American manufacturers and deal
from tho Oauadian border, the body of the secretary’s work during tho past that were not passed at tho last
two men were easy onts.
Sidney
Bruce Laurenson, a young year iu the way of pnblio speaking, Congress and also of the fight against
ers,
even
if
It
Increases
the
cost
of
the
terest of Economy.
Oolby scored one in the first on
construction of the canal, then it seems
Canadian guide and linnter, was dis etc., and dealt wltir the moral and the army oanteeu, ospeoially at the
to be only just that it should declare base on balls, a hit and one of those covered by a orow of river drivers in j political oonditions of the state, pre national soldiers’ homes. The meet
this policy by Ka.w and lay down n'^ Dolly Varden throws of Orowloy’s a log jam, arms folded across the senting a representative view of state ing closed with a hearty rising vote
Wiishln'gton, May 1(1.—The executive rule which the commission can easily that went abont a quarter of a mile breast, no water in the lungs, a soar and mnnioipal government and the of thanks to the speakers of the eve-^
follow.
over first base, or would have gone aoross the forehead, and a ornshed prinoiples of life and kind of oitlzSb- ning and.it was oonsidered by tboso
■committee of the Isthmian canal I'onithat distance if it Uad not been for nose.
BEADY FOR OCEAN RACE.
shipTeqnired by them. “The bad oon in charge to have been a most snooessmlsslon has decided to purcliatc in the
the
Oommons.
We
added
one
more
in
ditions that exist in the sooial body fnl meeting and) to mark a new era in
The
word
went
out
that
the
young
markets of the ivorld the material and
New York, May 10.—With the incen the third on an error by Orowley,
are
due,” the speaker said, “to bad the history and^ work of the League.
man
suffered
death
bv
drowning
bnt
ships necessary for the building of the tive of a valuable cup and three othe^
wild pitch and, a single.
^
now oomes Jonathan Laurenson, the oitlzensand polities,” which were dePanama canaJ.
prizes offered by the tJerniair emperor,
The fifth was different. This was father of the boy, and says “No.” Boribed as essentially evil. The rem
This Imiportant decision was reached II large bailing yachts of various rigs
COMMITS SUICIDE.
where the Bowdoin supporters shouted With vengeance in his heart and deter edy the Civio Leagne was endeavor
with some reluctance because It vvas and representing three nations are fuljy and laughed and cheered and stamped
mination in his eye he travelled the ing to apply was to create clean
appreciated by [Secretary Tuft and the prepared for the start of a race across their feet and did lots of other things
J. M. Fuller of Augusta Drowns Him
executive couiiuilttee that there would the ocean... Eight of the contestants that they had a right to do, for It Ions miles to Skowhegau, placed his polities and honest government, the
complaint before the oonnty authori placing of government and the ad self in CobboBseeoontee Lake—De
surely be a great outcry fi-oin tiyo great are vessels owned In this country, two
was
a
lurid
exhibition
of
baseball.
are
from
England,
while
Germany
has
ties, and, today. Sheriff Clyde H. ministration of law iu the hands of
spondent Over Being Jilted by Bath
Interests in this coun-try—prodtiei'i's of
Hodgson, first man up, went to first Smith, Coroner L. J. Additon, County good citizens and honest officials.
nuatierlal and the shiiwwiu rir —if the one representative.
Girl.
on a base on balls and went to seoond Attorney Thomas J. Young and Dr.
jmrchases were not limited to (ho .finerThe details of the work the League
KILLED hX)DR AND SELF.
A sad and fatal ending to the recent
on a passed ball and to third on the W. S. Stinohfield went to Jackman, is doing were here touched upon at
lean products. But it wa.s ih eiilid ihut
sensational
Bath ease of the girl who
the luonej- consideration wu;- so great,
pnt-out
of
Lewis.
Orowley
then
put
a
San Diego, Cal., May 10.—William P.
where an inqneat will bo held over considerable length, ooveriug its
that It could not be fgnore-d, for It was Robinson, a house eleaner, rail' amuck hot one to Png who was playing well the remains, and a verdict rendered as efforts toward a better enforcement of became iufatnated with an aotor in a
heW that iu cases fully 00 peri'i iit.ii.ure here, killing three nuen ami a woman, in. He lined it to Dwyer In plenty
sCook company playing in that city
the liquor law and its legislative ser- ,
would be chargL'd for material lu- ded ^voiinding a man and a woman and theii of season to stop Hodgson but the to tlie oanso of death.
i
!
m.
and
later married iilm on the stage at
Laurenson’s mysterious disappear- vice at the recent session. The report i, »»
j
In caiwil consti‘nctl6n (ban the -. me killing himself. At first Kohinson was
^
Mass.,
ooonrred Monday
catolief
evidently
was
in
a
tranoe
and
ilnoe dates from last Ootober. At that closed with the deolaration tliat tlie
goods could he pi-ocured for In Kui ■oe. said to lie crazcHl by liquor, hut later
when J. M. Fuller of Augusta, the
Chief Engineer’Wallace, for Insi:. ice, It was said that lie liad threatened one when, iio 'came out of It Bowdoin time he and his brother were camping present sitatiou is auspicioas and that young tnan whom the Twitoliell girl
liad
scored
and
the
ball
was
back
showed that two ships, In addilii' i to of his victims for an alleged attempt to
some fonr miles from the southwest the days of the saloon in Maine are
jilted fur her aotor lover, tlirew himthose running between New Yorl; lud have Robinson shanghaied when he at the fenoe. That wasn’t all how branob of the St. John river, in a numbered.
self from a boat In wbioh he was fish
Colon and owaed by the I'acania Kall- was a sailor.
ever. White oraoked out a single, camp which they had recently pnrThe treasurer’s report was present ing into Oobbosskeoontee lake and was
i-oad company; were tbsolutd.v'^i.i ■ (JsWilley an error and Dwyer another ohased, and his father’s oouviotiou' is
ed by Horace Purinton ahd showed drowned. He was on a fish ins trip
^TARIFF REFORM SIIELl’ED.
sary toi carry tho toed suiqdles and nwiand Bowdoin Iliad four all told. that be was murdered and his body
that abont |6800 had been raised with two oompanions who tried to
terial needed for the work. No .M ierLondon, May * Ki.—The Chronicle Ooombs struck out the next two buried iu the light loam on the bank daring the past year, the sum oomIcau ships could be bought at an.( ruaclaims
that it has good a horily to men. TJiat stopped the rattle and of the stream, his body being wasiied ing from about 600 subsoribers and prevent the rash act but were unable
souuble price and when it cann to
to do BO.
building such sbliw it was found ac- assert that the goveruniient h s decided the boys steadied down and played ont this spring by the freshets.
friends. Tbo debt of I860 whiob was
Mr. Fuller was 26 years old and
to
postpone
the
dissolution
the
game
out
like
veterans.
f parliacoi-dlng to 'Taft’s statement, that, " hlle
The remains which were taken to owed May 1 last year had been retans a fish market on Water street
he could buy tlOOO-tou ships In Kiii ope meut until the faU of 1!)0C ,nd that
Oolby scored one in her half of the the Canadian home for banal when dneed to about |60 the first of May
opposite the Masonio Temple In Anfor $700,000. It wvujd'cost
.000 this d-eidsion means a death low do same inning on a base on balls, a hit found, have been exhumed and this year.
gnsta. He was the youngest son of
to build such ships here. And In iddl- tariff wform. Sgcli an issue isk-onsid- and a balk. Both teams drew a brought to Jaokman for a post mortem
ered by many well Informed polli(;lelans
Mr. A. S. Bisbee of Portland de James E. Fuller, for many years a
tlon, w-hile the Eufopi-an ship_ con I be' I' flu
blank iu the sixth.
examination and an inquest wbioh livered a strong and interesting ad
extremely probable.
had at once, It would take at lea-t 18
prominent provision and grocery
Alt^iongb Bowdoin was leading the was held there today.
months to secure American boats
dress on some of the fallaoies and dealer at Angnsta and now the senior
Oolby supporters kept np their cheer
Therefore, It was decided to bii.' the
sophistries of the lioeuse system and member of the Fnller-Holway Com
ALBION.
■hips where they con Id be had cL . uping and songs and showed snob a
the afternoon session then adjourned pany, wholesale grocers. He is sur
«st and obtained the quickest, .'s to
A girl fias arrived at the home of E. spirit that their reward came iu the DISTRICT MEETING HELD HEBE. alter some tontine basines had been vived by a father and mother, two
material needed for canal construe ion, S. Bagley—Bdwina.
geventb.
The district meeting of the Bebekah trausaoted.
sisters and a brother.
tho committee decldetl that by rcM rvBowdoin scored two on a base on Lodges of this vicinity will be held
The
Ladies’
Benevolent
society
Mr. Fuller was a popular young man
The evening program inolnded an
Ing to itself tho right to purchase In
Wednesday, May 17, at Grange balls and a home run by Abbott. with Dorcas Bebekah Lodge iu this address by Congressman Chas. E. and bad many friends in the vicinity
ttie world’s miarkets, it would at 1 art meets
ball.
Then came Oolby’s turn to do the oity next Thnrsdav evening. Water Littlefield and the Rev. B. C. Din of Angnsta and Bath. Search was
oblige Aimerlcan manufacturers to 4ve
The remains of Bert White were staonting. Starkey came nu and got ville, Fairfield, Oakland and Vassal- widdle, Legislative representative of made for the b|^y bnt at last reports
them the benefit of their foreign pi ices
If they wish to sell goods to the com brought hero Thursday last from An- his only hit of the game. Lewis then boro lodghs are in this district and the American Anti-Saloon League at had not been found. The only cause
gnsta, for burial in the So. Albion
mittee.
gave Tribon a base on balls and hit the prospeot is that there will be a Washington, D. C. The meeting was assigned for the rash deed was his
cemetery.
■Secretary Taft oxpiaiDed that he
Dwyer and the bases were fall. large , number present from each of presided over by Prof. Geo. O. Pur- despoudenoy over his love affair and
felt obliged to endorse this decision be F. Blaisdell of Olinton was in town Everybody was aboating and MrJ
these lodges.
iugton, president of the Oivio Leagne, the forsakjng of him by Miss TwitchFriday
looking
for
stock.
cause, having giv^ congress ever} op
Lewis looked worried. “Shorty”
The
meeting
will
begin
at
8.00
who Introdnoed Congressman Little ell only a short time after their
portunity to glvs a,contrary diref’iion,
Miss Tyler of Oolby spent Saturday
h* felt that tho very term# of the and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Oraig then walked np with a bat as o’clock and the degree team of Dorcas field as the first speaker. Mr. Little engaKoment was ounonneed.
big as himself and took first on a Bebekah Lodge will confer the work field was heartily greeted by the andl•anal act provided that It should be Heikes.
constructed at tOie lowe«t possible lost,
Everett Besse entertained the mem- pretty single. Starkey scored and the on nveral oondldate#. After the enoe with loud applause.
Takes the barn out; heals the
And In this oonnoottod Im called aUen- bew of the Grange Friday evening bases were still fall. The mighty j work there will be an entertainment
He began his speech by saying that wound; cures the pain. Dr. Thomas’
.Hoq. tg
fgljovftBi; tgoommeyda *.iqp' with seleotlons on the giaphphone^
Ooombs was next at bat bat before he and collation.
Maine at the present time enjoyed on Eoloetric Oil, the boiuebold remedy.

NORTH VASSALBORO NEWS.

THE FIRST GAME.

SESSION ENDS.

Was Won by Colby Dy a Score of
• Ele?en to Six.

Anoaal Meeting of Christian CiTic Leagne
Closes Tuesday Evening.

BOWDOIN W4S OUTPLAYED.

CONG. LITTLEFIELD SPEAKS

> j
t
!

I

IN WORLD’S MARKETS

6REAT OUTCRY ANTICIPATED.
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Tile exercise concluded, all present framework, as the staoks are two
HOW TO SA'YB MONEY AND
took advantage of the opportunity to stories high and built np from the
'
HEALTH.
inspect the interior of,the building basement.
ard to become familiar with its rou The rooms of the Waterville Histor
Most people have some trouble with
their health whioh they would like
tine. Many were the expressions of ical Society ^n the second floor contain
>
oared if it oonld be done easily and
pleasure at the building, its arrange many objects of interest. The Ooniloheaply. Dr. Greene, of 24 Temple'
ment,'^ the new acquisitions, to its lard collection, comprising 800 volumes
Place, Boston, Mass., who is the
most Bucoessful speoialist In earing
shelves, and the perfect system by and a large number of pamphlets and,
whioh Its administration will be car clippings, is a valuable part of the N. E. Telephone k Telegraph Company nervous and ohronio diseases, mokes
the following, offer: He gives yon
matter that is to be consulted here.
ried c^t.
the privilege of oonsulting him, free
Planning
to
BnUd
Conduits.
The
clippings
arein
18
carefully
in
In the room of the Woman’s Liter
of charge, throngh his great system
ary club refreshments were served by dexed scrapbooks, and were promised
of letter oorrespondedoe. Write him
just how yon feel and what symptoms
the following committee: Mrs. jOharles the society by the late Q, 0. Oonlltrouble you. He will answer your
J. Olukey, Mrs. W. H. K. Abbott, lard, aud became the property of the
letter, explaining your ease thorough
Mrs. Dennis Bowman and Mrs. Eace society at the death of his widow.
ly, telling just what aileron and how
to get strong and well. Ho gives the
The Thayer collection comprises about
Edwards Fox.
most careful attention to every letter,
A beautiful bouquet of three dozen 800 volumes, and was presented by
makes his explanations so clear
roses was much admired, contributed Dr. and Mrs. Frederick O. Thayer. Company’s Representatives Here Wed and
that you understand exactly what
'The books in this collection are of nesday—Where Conduits Will Be von r complaint Is. And for all this
by H. R. Mitoheli & Sons, florists.
yOn pay nothing. Yon do .not leave
rare historical value.
DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING.
Laid If Permission is Granted.
yonr home and have no doctoi^’B fee
There are a number of valuable picr
to pay. The Doctor makes a specialty
The public library building IS
is of tnres on the
some loaned by
ot treating patients throngh letter
this library of ours.
•
(From Fridiiy’a EvenlngMnll.)
brick and.Btdne and was constructed, citizens of Waterville, and others
oorrespondenoe, and is having won
Thus to him who cares only for fic by Horace ^urinion & 06. from plans
(From Thursday's Evening Mall.)
The dedication of the Waterville tion,
derful snooess. He is the, discoverer
presented to tlie society. Among them
it will seem lamentably lacking
Pubilo Library buildinn took place at if upon its shelves he can not find by W. R. Miller of Lewiston. The are a picture of lower Main street,
Tbe Evening
Mail’s editorial of that celebrated medioine. Dr.
:a o’clock, tliiB afternoon, the exeroises promptly after publication the latest intention of the architect w&s to presented by Dr. J. Fred Hill; a pic Wednesday on the matter of putting Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy. If you write him at once
being held out of doors. 'A large romance. Another will feel aggrieved design a building that woula be in ture of a fireman’s master, presented the telephone wires under ground you
will doubtless bo cured.
if the fiction shelves are enriched at pleasing harmony with its surround
number of Waterville citizens at the
by S. L. Preble; pictup^is of Temple was more timely than was known by
expense of the department of
tended, and tlie occasion was a mem history, or biography, in whioh he ings, and this result has been very street and an early ipiotnre of Water tbe writer. It seems that some two
of the city underground. A part of
specially delights. The scientist will successfully achieved.
orable one.
ville, loaned by H. O. Prince; a por-.
The approach is up a flight of steps trait of Dr. Atwood Crosby, loaned or three weeks ago Alderman Good the work may be done' in connection
Tiie music was furnished by Hall’s expect to £na volumes upon sndjeots
rich, chairman of the cbihmittee on
in which he hds deep concern. The to a platform whicli w^ill be con
orchestra, the occasion being tlie first sportsman
bv Mrs. S. W. Crosby, portraits of streets, had a talk with Manager with the work of the Water District
and lover of outdoor.life
one ot a general public nature at will seek, for the reflections of men structed of artificial stone. From this James Stackpole and Judge Stackpole, Wing of the local .branch of the New bnt mnoh of it will be separate as the
trenoh to be excavated by the tele
•which Prof. R. B. Hall has appeared who have roamed and slumbered steps lead to the portico, the entrance loaned by Miss Julia Stackpole; a
England Telpehone oompany to find
since his recent illness. The . orches- under the open sky. Only a few to the vestibule being at the northern picture of lower Main street, pre out what the feeling of the oompany phone company will be comparatively
have such catholicity of taste
shallow.
...............
itra, stationed within the building, readers
sented by Dr.- Thayer, and an old would be in the matter of putting,
ctB to sustain an interest in many of end.
Manager Wings says that if Water
■opened the exercises witii a selecition, the departments ot thought represent As the visitor enters the vestibule, picture of Colby College, presented by
some at least, of their wires nnder- ville is to have the “oommon battery”
.after which A. E. Purinton, speaking ed ih a large library, and a still the entrance to the delivery room is at the Waterville Woman’s A.ssooiation.
ground at the same time the streets
smaller number have time to indulge his right while to his left is the stair
in behalf of 'the contractors, said:
In addition there are very many valu are being opened by the Eounebeo system, where central is called by
in
wide
reading'
along
many
lines.
simply taking down the receiver, the
“Mr, Mayor^; Having completed the The duty of library managers is to case leading to the rooms above, able curios.
Water District.
Manager Wing telephone wires must bo better pro
task ^lich has been committed to our furnish, so far as possible, matter for assigned to the Waterville Historical A cosy but at the same time comthought that his oompany would be tected and that putting them under
charge, we beg leave to present you all classes ot readers, in sUcb propor Society aud the Woman’s Literary inodions room at the southern end of
favorable and at once wrote to head ground is about the only way to do it
tion
as
the
needs
of
each
class
may
olub.
Entering
the
delivery
room,
with tlie keys of the library buildthe building will be used for bolding quarters in regard to the matter. As
.seem to demand.
Ing. ”
The trustees of this library have to the dimensions of Whioh are 26x20 literary meetings and will also be the a result Asst. Division Foreman Levi here. The system is very delicate and
at present where the wires rnn
Mayor Purinton in accepting the meet so far as lesources at their com feet, the visitor finds himself in the headquarters of the Woman’s xjiterary
Olay was in the city Wednesday aud throngli the branches of trees and near
mand will allow the need of the peo centre of the building, and the first club.
building spoke as •'ollows:
with Manager Wing met Alderman
other wires it would be impossible to
By reason of the office whioh I have ple of Waterville. If special consider impression is a sense of the spacious
the honor to hold at the present time, ation is to be shown one class of ness of the interior which the high In the basement, besides the boiler Goodrich at tbe latter’s office to in adopt it.
room and toilet room, there is a large formally go over the preliminary
it becomes my duty to accept the readers over another it should favor
If we can have the new system and
building which we are today dedicat those who have no means with whioh ceiling enhances. On the eastern side storeroom for books unavailable for sketolies.
to
secure
a
library
for
themselves.
of
the
room
is
the
long
desk
of
the
at
the same time get rid of so many
ing, for and in behalf of the people
Such discrimination, if it may be so librarian, aud behind, with a beauti the shelves. A second toilet room is In an interview with an Evening overhead wires it will indeed be
of tills city.
"The history of libraries in our com called, might perhaps be justified in fully executed archway, is the on the first floor, opening off the read Mail reporter today. Manager Wing worth while.
ing room.
gave an outline of what wires the
munity dates far back, indeed to the the case of this library, inasmuch as entrance to the stack room.
-time before we became an Inccrporated its new home is the gift of a. man
The arrangement and equipment of company may put nnder ground and
whose
unexampled
munificence
has
At the librarian’s right is the cabi the library throughout is such as to
'' town. , Among those who have sought
Vocation and Avocation.
to provide for our people in this way taken this form of expression because net containing the card catalog, easily make it one of the most convenient, the streets in whioh the oondnits will
"Uncle Ephraim, what do you do for
be laid, if permission is granted by
are found the names of some of our of his appreciation of tlie intellectual aooesible both to the librarian and
a living?”
most distinguished and Jionored needs of wage-earners not able to the patrons of the library. Partic attractive' aud useful of modern the mnuioipal officers.
*T preaches an’ I raises punklns,
citizens. Today we realize .the hope afford the luxury of owning many
library buildings.
A
coudnit
will
be
laid
on
Temple
ularly noteworthy are the decorations
that has been in the minds and hearts books.
boss.”
1
street
from
Elm
to
Front.
'This
will
of these our honored citizens for more We must not expect too much of our of this and the other rooms. The dark
“Which
pays
you the better?”
than lialf a centuey and I wish to library at first. A young library, woodwork finish, with a profusion of GERMS OP DISEASE should be contain nearly all the large cables and
"Well, o’ co’se, I gits mo’ money
like
a
young
man,
lacks
some
qualifi
promptly
expelled
from
the
blood.
record a word of appreciation for the
many of the wires now tanning into out’n de punkins, but I gits 'nuff dis
cnselfish devotion of these who have cations that only age can bring. ornamental carvings, adds a richness Tbis-is a time when the system is the central office. Wires coming from tinction out’n do preachin’ to make up
With
limitless
means
you
could
not
especially
susceptible
to
them.
Get
to the whole that is very pleasing.
gone and these who have so recently
create a great library offhand. It South of the delivery room is the rid of all impurities m the blood by aoross the river and those in the lower de dlff’unce, boss.”—Chicago Tribune.
taken up this work.
part of the city will go nnder ground
takes
years
to
secure
but'
the
nucleus
I wish also to record my apprecia
Etlanette.
librarian’s office, with plate glass taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, aud thus
tion of the work done by my predeces ot a great library. Only the magical partitions, aud behind tlie office, fortify your whole body aud prevent on Lockwood street, whence the conAnxious
writes,
“What are the du
illness.
sors in office who have had a large touch of the hand of time can change
dnit will proceed np Main to the rail ties of a fatlier at his daughter’s ‘com
•part in bringing to completion the a library from what this was in its reached by a wide passageway, is the
road crossing, branches going into ing out’ party?” To put up and shut
crude beginning into what we would reference room. Here may be found
building which we now have.
FACTS ABOUT TIME,
Temple street and down Silver to up.—New York Herald.
We are one of the many oities which have it be. Youth must be a period all the leading dictionaries-and ency
bave received the benefit of the gifts ot preparation rather than of utmost
Spring. • From the head of Temple
tbe Elnnlve Moments Have Seen
What is celebrity? The advantage of
•of the great benefactor, Andrew accomplishment in public institutions clopedias, and reference works in
street tlie oondnit will be laid on Elm
•Viewed by Many- 'Writers.
many departments. Among the latest
Oarnegie, the giver of this building. as in linman lives.
being known to people who don't know
st'''eet
north
to
Park
street
and
south
What
shall
be
the
influence
of
this
Time is hard to define. ' According to
He himself a poor boy without the
acquisitions whioh (latrons will fiiia
you.--Chamfort.
advantages which a public library library upon the people of Waterville? in this room is the Encyclopedia the best poets time has a heavy foot, to Western avenue. At Winter street
It
is
beyond
dispute
that,
other
things
gives, now witii the groat wealth
a tooth, a forelock and breakable legs. a branch will rnn to Pleasant, to Dal
which he has been able to acquire is being equal, the person who reads Americana, which promises to be It travels in divers paces; It ambles, ton, to Nndd. From Mkiu street a
giving to boys who are in circum much is intellectually stronger and extremely useful. Tables and chairs trots, gallops, runs, rolls and stands branch will ran throngh Centre to
stances similar to his own, the ad- broader than another who reads little. are conveniently placed, eaoli table, as still.
FROM
It has whips; It crops roses. So Pleasant and another np College
■vantagos which he so much sought To one who does not read at all it is ehewhqxe in the library, being fitted
JLX
far It seems like a horSe. But It has avenue to Chaplin and across to
not easy to credit any considerable
lor.
,
SICKNESS,
a forefinger; also a reckless hand that Tioonio.
The building itself is no less an ad- mental power. It would not do to say with two incandescent lights.
UROWST’S INSTANT. RKLIEP is enthat
he
who
reads
most
does
best,
for
Tautage than the fact that it is a
A delight to the studiously inclined writes wrinkles. This explodes the
dorsed bv leading physicians
a sp- cmonument of the generosity and re quality here is of as much importance is tlie general reading room, whioh horse theorj'. Furthermore, time files; These lines will put nearly all the
ific for all stomach and b-^'wcl trciibic.-i,
as
quantit.y.
•
_
—
wires
in
the
business
section
and
a
colds,
cunghs,
2.V\
t.!'
tbabTa.
gard of tlie rich man for the poor.
hence “n bli^d of a time.” Time is mon
Norwav Mriinin' 0^. K‘r^'-av,
The building is completed and by the But some critic complains that in faces Elm street. The windows are ey. Being also a bird, time is a gold good portiop of the residence section
discriminate
and
aimless
reading
large and higli, fioodiug the room eagle, perhaps. Money is the root of
gifts of many of our public spirited
citizens large additions have been tends to mental dissipation, to making with liglit. Four large tables, of solid
made to the books available for public ;deople dreamers and imagiuers instead oak and latest design, and fitted all evil, and procrastination is tlie thief
of time. Therefore procrastination is
nse. So far can' monev go to make of doers. In some cases this is doubt
less true, but in this active, busy with electric liglits are in the rjom. (1) a chicken thief, (2) a good thing.
this a blessing to us here.
The wickedness of tim^ is beyond
It remains now for us each one in striving republic of ours there may be A large fireplace on the northern side
the city, boy and girl, young and old, danger that the dreamers will, be too ' of tharoom will add a oheeriness on question. It is vindictive. “I wasted
to use' for himself the information few rather than too many. We make winter days. A magazine • rack, con time,” mourns King Richard, “and now Pattern For Girl’s One Piece Frock
stored here that it may be the means so much of the practical and businessdoth time waste me.” Time waits for
of making useful ..citizens and a more serving that as a people we need to structed after tlie latest design, is one no man. Time shall tlirow a dart at
by Martha Dean—No. 4638
cultivate
through
books
acquaintance
of tile features.
prosperous community.
thee. Time robs us of our joys. Time A charmlns little one piece frock Is here
ship
with
men
and
women
who
have
Prayer was then offered by Rev. been wise and yet unworldly, brave Tlie children’s room opens off the •will tell. Time ds unthinking. Time depleted. It la simplicity Itself, but yet In
•Oharels W. Bradlee, pastor of .the and yet not brazen, good as well as delivery room on the northern side. presses its debtors. The time Is out of Its simple lines Is a great amount of style.
Pleasant Street Methodist church. ‘
great.
The tables and chairs are of assorted joint; and well may It be, considering The front and back are made with a
broad, box* platt, under which Is fastened
Mrs. E. L. Marsh then unveiled a Many of the finer things of the heights for the convenience of little what a nuisance It is.
prettily shaped bertha. The dress Is
spirit such an age, and preeminently
Time Is a sea, a sandy beach, a bank, aclosed
itablet on the front of the building, such a country, as ours is likely to people of various ages. A large num
under the box plait In the front
a
shoal
and
an
abysm.
Also
It
is
a
which reads:
and Is worn in guimpe stylo. Another
lack unless they receive special cul ber of children’s books are shelved in
tivation. That quality of human life this room, giving the young people an whirligig, 'O’hlch seems odd when we salient feature of the ■dress Is the applied
This building
that alone makes it beautiful, that opportunity to choose the books they recall that .time Is quiet as a nun. plait under the arm. So many mothers
is the gift of
Time Is good, bad, high, fine, rough, object to the one piece dresses because
eleiUent in it that gives it farthest
Andrew Oarnegie
remove from mere animal existence, want.
to the city of
hot, Christmas, spring, waltz, common they are so scant In the skirt. Not so with
the reading' of good books tends to
Waterville
The stack room is nreproof and and lovely. Among good times may be this model, since the box plait Is not only
create and vivify. Oharacter is all occupies the eascern side of the build mentioned quitting time and dinner a decorative feature, but throws more
, A. D. 1906.
fullness In the skirt just where It Is most
Mayor Purinton then introduced that gives to life interest or value, ing. It will not be open to the. pub time.—Newark News.
in its cultivation the home, the
needed. The upper edge of the plait Is
Superintendent of Schools E. T. Wy and
clinroh, and the scliool liave a part. lic, as has been previously announced,
left unattached, forming an opening
man as one who had had a large share But these having done their work, but the books are to be found in. the
through which the belt may be passed.
THE VALUE OF EXAMPLE.
In the inception of the library. Mr. there yet remains the need of self- card catalog and secured from the
This model Is very easily copied and Is as
1.
Wyman delivered a most excellent and directed culture, in a way more valu librarian. The stacks are of metal To have your child truthful, be truth pretty In cottons at 10 cents a yard as In
able than any other and offered free
woolens
at
$1.
ful.
,
appropriate address, and one that to all having access to a well equipped and completely isolated from the
Sizes, 4 to la years.
called forth unanimous approval for and well conducted public library. walls of the building. The’ floor of To have him temperate, be temperate
in
all
tilings.
blRECTIONS FOR ORDERING
Tlius
it
might
come
to
pacs
that'
one
its prophetic forecast of the future of
To liave him kind to others, be your- Bend 10 cents to this office, give number
lacking home training, with life un- the stack room is of steel and glass.
the library.
__
touched by church creed, and witli The present capacity of the stacks .is
of this pattern, No. 4GS8, and state slze.aaMr. Wyman’s address .was in part only ability to read gained in school, 10,000 volumes, but it may be doubled self'klud to others.
Prescribe healthful amusements and Blrod. It will then be sent to you by mall
as follows:
might in the troasnrd-house of a pub by utilizing the substruotuco of the so fur as you can take part in them.
postxiald. Be sure to write plainly and
always give /«!< address. Several days
The installing of this Hbrary in a lic library regain all that he had lost.
ProiTfe
to
him
by
your
life
that
.a
good
must be allowed for delivery of pattern.
ani.tabie home naturally leffds us to a Within these walls the unlearned
name is to be chosen before great
forecast of its future in new environ may eduoatif himself. Here ho may
riches.
ment and under new conditions. Its gain knowledge of ail that is best and
transfer to larger and permanent worthiest in human life without
'Teach him that riches are not to he
quarters must be regarded as pre money and without price. There are
despised, but should never be got by
no
barriers
here
of
rank
of
wealth
to
liminary to a marked change in the
The Pattern Department. Evening. Mail Office.
doing harm to otliers; that when ac
eoope and character of its influence in deny him association, and comrade
quired
should
be
treated
ns
a
trust,
not
—■J
the community. More adequately ship if he will, with men and women
08 a hoard.
For the 10 cents inclosed please send pattern to the
equipped and more generously sup whose thoughts are wisdom and solace
To have him honest, present to him In
following address;
.
ported, its work must from now be and inspiration. These liigh priv
ileges, through the generosity of
yourself a living example of honesty.
measured by new standards..
Pattern
No.
Assuming that the reading habit is Andrew Oarnegie and the wise fore
The chief part of a child’s knowledge
established in the community, as we thought of the men and women who
comes through observation. Acta mean
SIZE.........................
may safely assume it to bo in ours, worked for this library in its early
more to him than speech.—Philadelphia
days,
are
now
ours;
and
may
they
be
we face' the interesting question of
NAME......................
Inquirer.
what is the true function of a public handed down as a priceless heritage
tc
the
sops
and
daughters
of
suool^edADDRESS...............
library. To tliis query there may be
pick the Winner.
.many answers, and yet tlfere is iug generations.
CITY AND STATE.
Once on a time two youths were suit
general agreement among those whose The exercises were closed with a
ors for tbe hand of a good, beautiful,
busipess it has been to consider the unique ceremony. Mayor Punuton
anbject and' whose judgment we called attention to the fact that today
sensible, bright, tactful, candid, soul
flbonld naturally be inclined to trust,
ful, wqmanly girl.
NOTE—All patterns are mailed direct to subscribers from New York,
that the highest funotion of such a was Arbor jpay, and said that three
One youth made love.
It takes four or five days from the time the order is received before the pat
library is not merely to be entertain- ivies would be planted by the children
/ ea/? Y drink it beeaase
The other made money.
tern will reach your address.
Ing.
> . .
of the three grammar schools, one .at
Puzzle.—Which youth married the
it makes me dizzy&bHious
Tet it must be a source of enter the southwest corner, one at the front
good,, beautiful, sensible, bright, tact
tainment in order to be of general
(S’ affeets my nerves, sc
ful, candid, soulful, womanly girl?
^ value or service. In the broad sense of the building, and the - third at the
• of the term, however, entertainment northwest corner. The young people
A Snre Hentedy,
does not necessarily mean enjoyment participating in this part of the pro
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE
without effort. Some patient, pains gram were Harold Moreau and Kittie
Mother—Have you told Olga that if
taking investigator may find in toil
■he insist^ on marrying tliat lieutenant
some search through ponderous vol- M. Nason from the South grammar
who is so deep In debt you won’t give
lunes, dry as dust to the average read school: .Marguerite Robinson and
her a penny? Fatlier—No; I guess 1
WHEAT
COFFEE
er, what to him is entertainment of Donald White of the North grammar
•will tell the lieutenant Instead. That
IT TASTtS GOOD and
rare quality. His personal taste will school: Editih Atkins and Oarl Pratt
will be more effective.—rilegende Blat
/S VDRY NDALTHFUL
In most oases shape the verdict of the
Office on Main St., Near Freight Depot.
ter.
■
individual reader upon the worth of of thq Mrytle Street school.

UBRARY DEDICATION.

UINDERGROaiND
WIRES.

The New Carnegie Pobiic ®rary BuiMing
' Formally Dedicated and Opened to Public
With Appropriate Exercises-^A Large
Attendance^’^Description of the Building.

MGR. WING INTERVIEWED

'Relief

NEW YORK FASHIONS

I Like Coffee

\ DRINK

Ooal atxi<l "Vyoosl

OLD CRIST MILL

IS. A. & A. B. ORE>E>:X.

r
''■itlii'fa r -'ll,:

.

J

GORGEOUS ATTipE.

DEATH DANCES.
Drew

SPRAYING FOR BROWN-TAIL MOTH

WHY DOES

ot m,- Liverpool Merchant In
^fie BlKhteenth' Centnrv.

A BABY CRY?

Director Wood of Maine Agricultural
The Liverpool merchant in the latter Experimeut Station Issues Bulletin
The death dam^ of " the Tibetan
half
of the eighteenth century must on Subject.
mystery plays, ''one of which Is per

They Form a Part of the Tibetan
Mre^y i*iar».

formed on the Jpst Ihr^ daj-s of the
year, are called “the ceremony of the
sacrlflclal body of the dead year.” The
dffigy of a man made out of dough as
lifelike as possible and having inside a
distinct heart and all the entrails filled
with a red fluid Is placed by four ceme-,
tery ghouls In sight of the numerous
Bitectators In the cenfef of the yard,
and at once bands of skeleton ghdsts
rush upon the corpse to attack It. This
Is the time to display tlie necromantic
Ijower of lamalsm over the evil spirits.
Monks and lamas come forth and go
through a series of ceremonies, the
magic effect of which keeps the fiends
away. But a more formidable devil,
with great horns and possessed of su
perior powers, makes his appearance
and takes the fleM, whereupon a
saint of an Incarnation ojf Buddha him
self goes to the rescue, sprays fiour on
the enemy, makes mystic signs and
titters Incantations.
The skeleton
ghosts and the big fiend grovel before
him and Implore mercy. He graciously
yields to their supplications and allows
them to partake of a sacramental meal.,
■^lle they kneel before him he gives
to each one of them a little flour to
eat and a drink out of a vessel of holy
water.
SMART FOXES.
*^SpelleOl’’ Bactk Other nnd Pooled a
^ Paclc of Hounds*

I have a near nelghlxir who Is a close
and Intelligent observer of the*ways of
wild animals and a truthful and re- liable man. He says that on one oc
casion he witnessed a fox chase in
Maryland.- standing on one side of t.
very high hill, while the dogs and fox
were across a deep gulch about half
way up the slhe’ of another high hill,
for a good deal of the time In plain
view. ,
As the chase proceeded he noticed a
second fox seated on a log and appar
ently Interested In the outcome. After
some time, as the dogs were heard ap
proaching, this fox ran down at right
angles to the direction they were com
ing and met the running fox and took
his place ahead of the hounds, while
the tired animal sprang to one side
and trotted directly up the hill and
seated himself on the log for a rest
The fresh substitute then led the dogs
a lively chase for a long circuit and
finally the pack again were heard ap
proaching. This time Fox No. 1 was
fresh and ready and ran down and
met his fatigued brother and put him
self before the dogs, while No. 2
went back to the log and took a breath
ing spell. This proceeding was kept
up for probably two hours.—New York
Times.
PAUL’S WALK.

V
Promenade

A FoTorite
In tli^ uid
Days In London.

In the old days, especially during the
reigns of James I, and Charles I., the
nave of St Paul’s cathedral was popu
larly known as “Paul’s walk,” because
it was the favorite promenade of wits,
gallants and fashionable idlers, who
met there to gather or retail the latest
news.’
The nave and body of a cathedral or
church were then regarded as much
less sacred than the chancel, and this
explains. If It does not excuse, the fact
that they were Often given over to all
kinds of profane and secul.ur uses.
At St Paul’s there were stalls and
bazaars with crowds of busy bdyers
and sellers, giving It the ai-.iearance of
a fair. Usurers occupied the south.
aisle and horse dealers the .lorth, mak
ing It, as Evelyn calle<l It, “a stable of
horses and a den of thlevci.” Shake
speare makes Falstaff buy a horse at
St Paul’s as he would at Sinlthfleld.
Courts of Justice were hold and fu
neral banquets and churchwarden’s
feasts were celebrated there, and, ac
cording to Stubbs, traci-.^ of these
usages lingered on Into the mkVdle of
tho seventeenth ' century. — London
Qlobe.
Scliools of Mullet.

Mullet the food fish which the larger
portion of the game fish llvi' upon and
which they follow about, arc found In
enormous schools In tlie ccean. A
r small section—say 25,000 or 50,000—
■will find their way In the luke lookln
for food, and a corrfiepondiug section
of the attendant school of l lnoflsh will
follow them. When Ibese fi-^b once get
In the gill nets trollurs ciiij make no
appreciable Impffesslon upon them, no
matter how hard tliey fish, and this
small detachment Is not 1 i cr cent of
the school from which It strayed.—
Florida Tlmes-Unlon.

have presented a by no means unpleasIng appearance. He dressed, as a rule,
we are Informed, In a suit of one color,
usually light or of a snuffy shade. The
cut of bis ordinary coaf resembled that
of a court dress coat, with standup
collar and gilt, sllvere<l, twist or basket
buttons.. His waistcoat was very long,
with large “flaps,” containing flapped
pockets, these often decorated with
buttons., His breeches, being short,
were ornamented at the knees with
buckles of gold, silver or stone, kept
In countenance by large gold, silver or
gilt buckles on hiS'shoes, his legs being
hosed, as a rule, In silk, plain, striped
or ribbed. Ruflles at his wrist and a
white stock about his throat were an
almost Invariable accompaniment, and
on his head a cocked hat, ^)olnted In
front and hlgter at the back than the
sides, over hair dressed Into large
“cannon” curls on each side of his face,
with a cue hanging behind, or It might
be over a “tie,” “cauliflower” or
“brown bob” wig. Thus, with stick or
umbrella, rendered remarkable by rea
son of Its head of gold, silver, amber
or ebony, would he wend his way to
“town.” In “full dress” hC must have
even more attractively looked the mer
chant .’’prince” In his waistcoat of silk,
satin or velvet rich in color and design,
with long flaps elaborately embroid
ered, silk breedies and silk hose, with
conspicuous knee and shoe buckles. If
he on occasion dined with the mayor
he might receive an engraved Invita
tion card similar to tlie following, di
rected to Mr. Leeee In 1770: “Mr. May
or presents his compliments to Mr.
Leece, begs the favor of his company
on Sunday next to dinner, at 1 o’clock,
at the Exchange. An answer Is de
sired. 12th July, ’76.”
BUNDLE BEARERS.
A Role That City Men Are Not Now
Inclined to Piny.

There was a time, remembered easily
by many, when the tender husband did
not shrink from carrying home mate
rials for bis dinner. Men of learning In
those simpler days grasped the eel of
commerce, as the eel of science, by the
tall. The statesman with Jovian brow
and blue coat with brass buttons was
very human with a dried codfish
wrapped carelessly In brown paper un
der his eloquent arm. To see a’highly
respectable citizen with a demijohn
was a cheering sight. Nor was it be
neath the dignity of a painful preacher
of the word of God to carry a pair of
trousers to the tailor when the rent
was beyond thp skill of domestic In
genuity.
The present civilization may be real
or chromo; this at least Is certain—the
age of carrying bundles Is gone so far
as .city men are concerned, although no
Burke has celebrated In sonorous prose
Its passing. The man 'protests against
the burden of a can of peas, a Jar of
marmalade, hls wife’s bank book. The
youth insists that the two or three col
lars bought to bridge him over the
w^kly coming of the laundryman shall
be sent home. The schoolboy, however
hls mother may coax or threaten, sulks
at the thought of a bundle, for he fears
the ridicule of snobbishly trained com
panions.
The bundle Is avoided, not respected,
as It was by the grreat Napoleon. Dem
ocratic simplicity Is found only In tra
dition and In De Tocquevllle’s book. It
Is not surprising that the bundle should
be spurned; that a fashlonfble mother
may not be able to support the weight
of her own baby In the street.—Boston
Herald.

Trees from which the winter nests
of the brown-tall moth have been re
moved will-, need no further protec
tion against this rest during the
spring or early snmmer. The remedy
of enttiuB and burning the winter
nests, if tlioronghly carried -ont, is
snfficient.
Carefully as the work of nest destrnction has been done in most local
ities this spring, it is, however, high
ly improbable that every nest will be
discovered before the leaves ,start. In
some places owners have been away
for tlie winter and the trees remained
nnsearched; and all along the border
line of the infestation, .where nests
are perhaps four or five miles apart,
there is naturally a danger that peo
ple will feel that the brown-tail moth
has not yet reached their vicinity and
neglect, through ignorance of their
presence, the few soatttefed nests
whioli are there as centres of a greater
tronble another year.
In such oases it is still not too late
to combat the pest. Arsonloal poisons,
such as Paris green or arsenate of
lead will kill the caterpillars feeding
upon sprayed leaves Arsenate of lead
is mnob to be pret erred because the
most delicate foliage is not injured
b.y its presence and also becanse it re
mains longer upon the leaves, lessen
ing the uCed of frequent spraying.
Wherever the winter remedy has been
neglected, it is urged that a constant
watch be kept thjs spring for the
caterpillars in order' that they may
still bo killed by spraying.
There are many species of caterpil
lars which will be found all over the
state this spring which are likely to
be confused with those of the browntail moth. It is important, in any
case of doubt, that such caterpillars,
carefully packed, should be sent to
the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station for identification. In this way
mnch needless alarm may be avoided
ana at the same time valuable in
formation concerning the distribution
and extent of injury of various other
caterpillars of economic . importance
can be ascertained.

Don’t 'Waste.

you couldn’t boil eggs or beans up
there. I don’t know, becanse I didn’t
try. We had our pictures taken sit
ting on a rock np in that barren spot,
where nothing will grow but the
edelweiss, and bought some souvenirs,
Theb we came aown, and, so far as J
am concerned, they can level th^
mountain tomorrow. ' I’Jl never have
any more use for it. Maniton, Gar^
den of the Gods and North Cheyenne
oahyon fob mine, but no more of tlikt
sky bnsiness.’A

Everybody

WE CAW DO THE WORK. SEND US III YOUR ORfER FOR

Job Printing
of all kinds, letterheads, bills, receipts, pos
ters, dance orders, .milk bills, programmes,
hook work ol any kind, or anything else in
that^line. We make a specialty of Wed
ding invitations -or anhounceraents, calling
cards,etc. either printed or engraved. Write
for samples and prices.

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

SpeCialEOffer.
To anyone having their wedding cards
printed here we will give as a wedding
I present, the Weekly I^Iail for six months. ,

Two millions Americans suffer the
torturing pangs of dyspepsia. No
need to. Burdock Blood Bitters
cures. At any ding store^

Address,

THE SWELLING TOAD.
Cnrlons

PoIntN AUont This
Aiiions Anlmnlfi.

flail Publishing Co.

Oddity

The wonder of the genus ba^rnchla
and tlie ^greatest nattiral history oddity
to be found along the Atlantic const
of the United States -Is the swelling
toad, a semiaquatlc efyature known to
naturalists as bufomachalatus. It is
sccnsionally met with from Now York
city to Jacksonville,' Fla., but is most
common along the coasts of yirglnia,
Maryland and North Carolina. ' When
In its natural state the “swell toad”
is about the size of a large bullfrog,
but looks more like a fish than it does
like either d frog or, a toad. It Is
about six inches In length and has the
curious faculty of being able to swell
to tho size of a footb.ijl. In -which state
Its legs, tall nnd head are scarcely
visible.
^
Irritation appears to be the ‘chief
factor in causing these curious crea
tures to Inhale air until they swell al
most, to bursting. The bellies of both
the males and females are nearly pure
white nnd are covered with spines
which give that portion of their anato
my tljc appearance of a well rip
ened jlinson bur. Persons who under
stand the “swell toad” and know what
an Irritable little rascal It Is catch It
and'rub tlie spines on Its belly, when
It swells up until- It Is utterly helpless.
Anotlier curious point about the crea
ture Is that as long 08“ It Is kept on
Its back it Is imahle to expel the air so
as to reduce the swelling.

120 Marn Street,

WlabM He Waa.

Mrs. Peck (contemptuously) — What
are you anyhow, a man or a mouse?
Henry Peck (bitterly)—A man, my dear.
If I were a mouse I’d have you up on
that table yelling for help right now!Exchange.
Breach of Proiulne.

Jlggston—Don’t yon believe that talk
Is cheap. A friend of mine had to pay
$5,000 for four words. Jaggson—Great
heavens! What were they? Jlggson—
“Will you mtfrry me?”—Chicago Jour
nal.

Waterville, Me.

mmu
For Infants and Children.

A\^;getable Preparalionfof As
similating llicFoodandRcguIaling the Stoinaclis andDowcls of

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
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Promolcs Digcslion.Cheerfulness and Rest.Contains neither
Op. Jm,Morphine nor Mineral.
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Love of Gain.

To cure us of onr Immoderate love ot
gain we should seriously consider how
many goods there are that money will
not purchase, and these the best, nnd
hoW many evils there are'that money
will not remedy, and these the worst—
Colton.
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AperiecI Remedy forConslipaTion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feveri shness and Loss OF SLEEP.
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BRIGHT'S DISEASE
RHErSKlDMIVClIRB

TOWARDS

Many people who are neglecting symptoms of kidney trouble, hoping “it will wear away,’*' are
drifting towards Bright’s Disease, which is kidney trouble in one of its worst forms.

stops irregularities, strengthens the urinary organs and builds up the worn-out tissues
of the kidneys so they will perform their
properly.
Healthy
■ functions
■
'
iltl kidneys strain out
the impurities from the blood as it passes through them. Diseased kidneys do not, and
the poisonous waste matter is carried by the circulation to every part of the body,
' causing dizziness, backache, stomach trouble, sluggish liver, irregular heart action, etc.
If you have any signs of Kidney or Bladder Trouble commence taking FOLEY’S
KIDNEY CURE at once, as it will cure a slight disorder in a few days and prevent a
fatal malady. It is pleasant to take and benefits the whole system.
0. B. Burhan* Tettifle* After Four YeaE*o.
How to Find Out.
Yon can easily determine if your kidneys are
out of order by setting aside for 34 hours a
bottle of the urine paesed upon arising. If
upon examination it is cloudy or milky or has
a brick-dust sediment or small particles float
about in it, your kidneys are diseased, and
FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURB shouldi be
I taken

Oeneroofi.

Mrs. Quiverful—Tommy, did yon give
The French furnish uf. wltti some
well cut diamond*: "Pattsoce is the art jour little brother the best part of that
of hoping,” Vaovsnargufa; "Trotb Is apple, as I told yon? Tommy Q.—
tho skeleton of kKMnraiiqes," D* Uua- iTaesam: I gave him tb’ seeds. He can
Itni ’em an’ have a whole orebardv—
a*tt AAD bow’ to TOtu.
idrtue-ujid thsn walk
Dumas.
srdand Leader,

at once.

G. B. Burbans of Carlisle Center, N. Y., writes:
"About four years ago I wrote you etating that I had been antirely
curedior a eevere kidney trouble by taking lets than two bottles of
PolSy’t Kidney Curei It entirely etopped the brick-dust aedlment and
pain and symptoms of kidney dlteaie disappeared. 1 am glad to tay that
i have never bad a return of any of those eymptome during tbe four
years that hava elapsed, and I am evidently cured to atay cored, and
,iieartlly recommend Foley's Kidney Cure to any one eulferiog floa
IrlHnat# nr hlMglflMr traiihldl.**

Two SIzesp 60 Oento and $ 1.00a

SOLO AND REOOIINENDEO BY

To give pain Is tyranny; to make bap>
f ^
^opad by dSflUtDo*
py, the true empta* of beauty^—Steal*.
1 bqr ooofldenc*i-pM*|(|)a*M.

t. —kgrr

The ' Larkin Drug Company.
\

JktkL

needs some kind of a job
of printing at sometime or
other. Some people use
more and some less bnt whether you need due job or a
dozen

We’ll send you a sample free.
Scott & Bowne, 409 Pearl St., New York.

It Is Likely Almost Literally to Burst
Your Head Open.

Let nothing be wasted or lost. Us
ing well or wasting tho fragments of
time, of opportunity, tlie nooks and cor
ners of life, makes alt the difference be
tween success and failure. This Is espe
cially true of spiritual work. Often the
best results are gained from the use of
fragments of our business or dally life,
the byproducts of living. Nature says,
“Gather up the fragments.” In na
And Tben There Wee Tronhle.
“They said all sorts of unkind things ture’s household there Is no waste.
The decay of rocks forms the soil of
«bout you."
plants. The decay of plants forms the
"Such as what?"
"Well, they soli? that you married for mold In which future plants will grow.
money.”
_ The water dissipated In the air be
••But you didn’t believe It ‘Ud yon?’ comes clouds and rain.—Woman’s Life.'
"Not until I saw your bus! and."
Near the Dansrer Line.
After tliht there came ni estrange
In an account of a recent London
ment between tlie two dear friends.
tragedy a slip Is made .by a contem
Mortal ..Ion.
porary. It explains that “three doc
It was perhaps oi-dalnsd by Provi tors ore'In attendance, but the woman
dence to binder us from t. rannlslng Is not yet dea.d.” Not long ago a daily
over one anothsr that no Individual nearly got Into a libel action by saying
should be of so much l2up< rtancs as that a patient was “no longer in dan
to cause by hls retiremant or deotti any ger, though Dr. X. is still visiting him.”
e-London Globe.
chasm In tlie world.—Johnaoi:.
Some FMmoh OlMnoi dm

Because it is either hun
gry or in pain. Properly
nourished it will usually grow
up right and be comfortable
—that’s the principal thing
for a baby. If its food! lacks
strength and .nourishment
add ^cott’s Emulsion at feed
ing time. A few drops will
show surprising results. If a
baby is plump it is reason
ably safe. Scott’s Emulsion
makes babies plump.

A RIDE UP PIKE’S PEAK.

To take a pleasure ride that almost
literally bursts your head open is a
novelty thrilling enough, it is to be
presumed, for the most eager thrill
seeker, says the Baltimore News.
But that is what often happens to
him who essays the dizzy heights of
Pike’s Peak, 14,000 feet above sea
level.
“I went up on the cog road from
Maniton,” said a Baltimore man, “in
company with a party ot tourists, and
before we reached the Halfway House
there were two who exhibited snch
positive symptoms of distress that at
the first stop they had to leave and
take the next train down. The. rest
ot ns continued. In a seat a little in
trout of us was a young girl who had
been growing gradually hysterical,
and whom we had been watching onrionsly to see whac would happen next.
It happened. Suddenly she tbrsw np
her hands and fell baokwnrd, with
blood gushing from her mouth, ears,
eyes and nose. The oondnotor, who
was evidently aoonstomed to snoh
Bceues, told her esQOit to lay her fiat
A Raft of COcoannta.
on her back, as the pressure was less
A curious picture In the Far Eastern there than at the head height in a
Review, Manila, shows several cocoa- sitting posture. Then, at the next
nut rafts In a still lagoon, apparently station, she was taken off and sent
ready to go to market The cocoanuts I back to Maniton by the wagon road.
are much lighter than water. They are They didn’t dare to take hir down by
simply thrown In by tho thousand and train, as the quick change to the
air might have proved serions.
then roped together by long strands of I Hdenser
“Well, we kept going and reaohed
bark fiber Into circular groups about the
top. I thonght I’d take a short
twenty feet across, all the cocoanuts run in the fine, ratified air, and I did
lying side by side. A single native —took a dozen steps, when my heart
boat can tow a number of these odd begaii'to beat like a trip hammer, and
rafts down a sluggish stream where no I. oonolnded that running at that
road could be found for ordinary trans height was not tor me. They told me
it to a steamer whaiT. Cocoanuts thus
rafted ^ will bear quite a bit of wind
and rough water without being scat
tered.
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I onr hands and that complete pacifica
tion of the islafids will probably come
abont the same time the inhabitants
AT
■are all extermina^d or an independ
WaterrlUe
ent government established.
'

11.60 per year or Jl. 00 when paid in
advance.

campaign of publicity and criticism
against Shiloh, the whole “Holy
Ghost and Us’' outfit in general, and
Sandford in particular, the immediate
cause of the agitation being tlie inter
ference of the Shilonites in town and
public school affairs. Whether all
that the Boston paper is saying about
the matter is true or not it will have
tp'be admitted that there is consider
able force and some significance in its
comment, “Durham figures that talkT
Voters outside of Shiloh, 336; limit
of ability to poll, 196; Sandford vote.
306 and gaining, Better bniid a wall
around it and iet the elect reign in
it.” It might be suggested to our
Boston contemporary that the town
of Durham and I the state of Maine
can take care of {heir own affairs
without outside help, but on the other
hand -if this agitation and revelation
from outside parties leads to a thor
ough investigation of this remarkable
institution and the real truth about it
being clearly revealed to the people of
Maine it will prove an enterprise
worth all its disagreeable features.

ter to Japan, to take Ooniit Oassini’s
place, to win the sympathy and moral
support of our country in her present
struggle she is destined to be as
greatly disappointed as she has been
with the Count. Not even the Baron,
of a younger and different school of
diplomacy, can accomplish that.

in the summary of results published
by the New Hampshire State Board of
Agriculture.
Compiled
statistics
show that since 1890, the year when
tne concerted movement to bring
summer boarders into the state was
started, 1,318 summer homes have
been built in New Hampshire. . The
number of summer visitors has inorased from 88,000 to nearly 300,000
each year, and the cost of snmnaer
homes improvements since 1890, sum
mer hotels and improvements, board
ing house and farmhouse improve
ments on account of summer board,
reaches the grand total of 111,931,976.
Maine has done something along the
same lines, but not with the same or
ganized and well defined methods.
The State of Maine and its peerless
attractions as a haven for summer
rest and recreation, have not yet been
advertised with the systematic and
persistent thoroughness needed. A
beginning only h^s been madejn that
direction, and yet the returns have
come in a hundredfold. The example
of New Hampshire should be a stim.
ulus to renewed effdrt to make this
summer paradise among states with
all its wealth of attractiveness
known throughout the length and
breadth of the land.

of the thousands who seek rest or
recreation during the vacation season^
with the one exception of good roads,
and this exception is due largely to
the fact that energy has been divert
ed in ot'her directions. This is a
matter that can ho longer be over
looked without danger to our material
Interests, however. With the coming
of the automobile, the wealthier of
our summer visitors no longer think ■
it necessary to confine their comings
and goings to a region easily accessi
ble by railroad and boat, and if we
would hold our own in the active
competition for a fair share of this .
summer business, in spite of superior
advantages and inducements in many
important directions, this matter of
modern highways can be no longer
neglected without detriment to the
healthy development of our material
interests,—Biddeford Journal.

The duly incorporated name of Mr.
Oaruegie/s great pension fund for col
lege professors is The Carnegie
Mall Publishing Company,
A recent case in Massaohasetts dem
Foundation, and this leads ah ex
onstrates most forcibly the' general
change to remark that “The real Oar
P17BI.1BBKKS AMD PBOPBIETOKS.
need of juvenile criminal courts. In
negie foundation was brains, and
Boston recently a lad fourteen years
that can’t be transmitted, but has to
Jh^ OTHERS SEE IT.
be born in a man whether teacher or
old was detained for two days at a
police station and at Deer island thus
In an excellent editorial nearly a otherwise.’’all of which is a very
being compelled to come into close
column long on the subject of Water- neat tribute to the Iron King and a
contact with older, more hardened
ville’s new public library in the Ban terse statement of a philosophic truth
and vicious oi^iminals, with the possi
gor Commercial of Saturday the writer
ble if not probable result that his
pays the following high tributes to
We haven’t noticed that anyone has
character
and 'fncnre career were seri
the building and the library itself:
raised the question yet wthether
The building for a free nublio those several bears and wilacats and
ously injured, while his offence was
library and as a centre for the repre
the simple and unintentional one of
sentative educational agencies of an other animals the President succeeded
WHEN BONNER TOOK A HERAL
handing out advertising circulars in
intelligent and prosperous commun-1 jn depriving of life on his bunting
violation
of
an
ordinance.
It
was
a
PAGE.
ityf^ which to our mind more closely trip received a “square deal” or not,
case in which perhaps no person in
approaches the ideal for such an in being denied as they were of the
When James Gordon Bennett the
stitution than any in Maine, is that
particular was to blame but the sys
for the city of Watervillle which means of self-defense against his good
elder, was editor of the Herald, Mr.
tem
that
provides
for
or
allows
such
was dedicated with appropriate, brief markmanship and hie fondness for
Bonner was straggling to build up his
a proceeding is deoidedy so. There
and simple exercises on Friday after tills form of recreation. If any are
Ledger, and decided to try a little
Bishop
Potter
has
a
faculty
for
should
be
a
juvenile
court
in
every
noon.
inclined to object to the President’s
Then follows a full and detailed treatment of .the wild animals they
One of the jurors in the Nan Pat large community for the prompt keeping himself before the public and advertising, says Modern Advertising.
description, similar to that which ap will doubtless excuse him if he lives terson case writes a long letter to tile handling of such oases as this so that not always, as some think, in an en He wrote an announcement consisting^
peared in The Evening Mail the up faithfully to his famous dictum New York Sun expressing his amaze a blight 'may nbii be put upon a viable or praiseworthy manner, but of eight words, “Bead Mrs. Southday of dedication, of the location of with men and parties of all kinds.
ment at the nature of the trial in child’s whole future by unjust and his rebuke to the Pittsburg Y. M. O. worth’s New Story in^^the Ledger,”
the building, its style, arrangements
which he figured and his contempt unnecessary association with hard A. for its recent narrow and bigoted and sent it to the Herald marked for
and equipment all of which are
fob the undignified proceedings and ened and vicious criminals. In the and unchristian action in excluding “one line. ” Mr. Bonner’s handwrit
If one were to judge by the amount the travesty it was on justice, declar city of Denver this problem is being actors from the organization will meet, ing was so bad that the words were
spoken of in the most appreciative
terms, and the editorial ends with of literature the Beef Trust and the ing that the courts in the United handlea most admirably and success we should hope, with wide popular read in the -Herald ufilce as “one
Equitable .Life Assurance Company States have stood still and that this fully and the medium of its solution approval. Referring to this action in page. ” Accordingly the line was set
the following sentences;
This building is indeed an ideal are sending out to explain their posi trial reminds him of Queen Anne’s is the juvenile criminal court. Why an address before the members of the up and repeated so as to occupy an
one. It belongs to the people of Wa- tions and defend themselves before time. And those who have followea not have the same institution in our Actor’s Fund of America the Bishop entire page. Mr. Bonner was thunder
terville and in its planning and con the public one would naturally say the trial and noted the vulgar ravings
struck the next morning. He had nob
said:
eastern cities?
struotion the wants of the community thes^ great organizations are getting
to his name enough money in the
“I
should
feel
ashamed
if
I
did
not
of
the
prosecuting
attorney
against
have been ooneulted and provided for.
resent the action of the Y. M. O. bank to pay the bill. He rushed ex
it is in all respects an educational considerably worried over the scan the chorus girl and his fierce at The Evening Mail is informed that I here
A. of Pittsburg in their unjust rea citedly over to the Herald office but
institution, the headquarters of the dal and investigations that are going tempts to secure a conviction rather
it iies between Waterville and Bath sonings. I seldom have seen such was too late to do any good. In a
intellectual and highest social life of on. And it must be allowed there
than bring about justice will agree as to which oity» will have installed narrowness. Men of the dramatic
the city, the centre of those local
short time the results of the page
agencies which make for the good of is some ground for concern on their that tlie juror’s estimate of the trial in its central telephone olfioe the profession, ana tlie women, stand in
exactly
the
same
light
ns
the
rest
of
announcement
began to be felt.- Or
part.
Not
only
the
present
but
also
is
ai^(^t
correct.
The
encouraging
the community. First of all it is a
free public library. Being such there the future prosperity of their business aspect of the matter is that probably latest style of call board, by which us. There is good and there is bad ders for the Ledger pored in until the
central is called by simply taking on the stage, as there is in law, in
are provisions, not_ only for the is very likely to be considerably im
attorney Baud does not fairly repre down the receiver instead of ringing medicine, in Wall streetyand in other entire edition was exhausted, and
proper and safe housing of books, but
walks df business and profesuonai another one was printed. The success
for the best use of the building by the paired by the present agitation and sent the bar of the country nor ttis a bell. The installation in Waterville, life.”
of the Ledger was then established.
people. This is shown in the read revelations. These concerns are of particular case the courts of the Uni we understand, depends largely upon
And commenting on the incident Ever after that time Mr. Bonner was’
ing, reference and children’s rooms course entitled to a “square deal” but ted States. And yet it remains
the granting by the municipal officers |
which are all free. The women of their arguments in their own defense
largely true that in the delay and of oertain additional locations for the Boston Journal very well re- an ardent believer in advertising and
the city are given free use of a
marks: “It seems almost incompre a liberal purchaser of space.
as
well as the oft quoted investiga unsatisfactory results of her courts
beautiful hall for their socials and
poles which the company will need hensible that the fact that the men
meetings, while the historical society tion of commissioner Garfield should the United States occupies an un
is also given an attractive room for be accepted with a liberal supply of enviable distinction among the na if the new system is adopted. If this were actors was the sole reason for
TIIE LAY OF THE HEN.
is so the city fathers should consider their debarment from the Pittsburg
their library and oolleotions. In these salt.
tions.
It
is
the season when the modest
respects, the building contributes to
the requests of the company carefully Y. M. O. A. There is no inherent
hen
has
greatness thrust upon her.
the highest and best educational, so
and endeavor to meet them wherever reason why an actor cannot oe a sin
cial and intellectual ideals of the com
Three-fourths of all the eggs laid in
Though the people that talk or write
possible,
as
the
hew
system
is
oonsidcere Christian, in all that the word the U. S. are laid between March 1
The selection of State Superinten
munity.
Waterville is to be congratulated on much, or do both, and continually dent of Schools Stetson as one of the ered to be far ahead of the old one by ! impijeg. Furthermore, we have aland July 1.
the completion of its beautiful peo ride their hobbies, to the frequent
those who have used both. Another , ^^ys regarded the mission of the Y.
Of robin and blackbird and meadow
ples’ university—its free public li weariness of the public, say a great lecturers in the Department of Edu matter which should be taken up with ,
that of helping erring
brary.
deal that is foolish and amusing they cation at Yale University is a grati the New England Telephone company jjjgu jq ije better, not as that of main- lark spring poets write cage after
Sucli appreciation and commenda also quite often say something that is fying compliment to Maine and to
page; their praises are sounded every
tion of the city’s new public library valuable and suggestive. Mr. Edward Mr. Stetson and also an encouraging at the present time is the question of taining a close corporation for the minute by prophets and sages; but
from outsiders is most gratifying to Atkinson is one of this class and his indioation of the higher place the putting the company’s wires under- j aiready good. The Pittsburg action, not since the stars sang together, nor
all good citizens of Waterville and “latest economie statement,” says common schools of the country are ground wherever' possible. As The i jf be reported correctly, is petty, since the creation of man, has any
one drawn a goosefeather in praise of
particularly so to those w^ have the Boston Herald, “adds another to coming to occupy in the thought and Evening Mail has stated the Eenne-1 bigoted, unwise. It justly draws the patient profitable old hen.
bee
Water
District
i^
to
lay
in
the
I
^pon
itself
the
publicity
of
a
rebuke
labored hardest to bring ab^t this the many chunks of real wisdom esteem of the higher; institutions of
All honor and praise to the singing
city’s streets this season some eleven | fj-om the most eminent churchman that
cheers up. the wildwood in
final result, and it is all the more sat which he has let fall in his day. It education. This doee.-nht imply that
miles of new pipe. What/better op-1 ja America.”
spring, and the old tender recollec
isfying to our local pride that the is his remark to the effect that, in this the universities and colleges are to
portunity could there b*<^r maKing j
_________________
tions that bring up joy, childhood,
tribute i)aid by our Bangor neighbors country at least, the ability to earn take up the ~work of the Normal
love and all that sort of thing; but
a start at patting the telephone and |
schools
in
prenaring
students
for
is as true to the facts as it is generous money easily has been carried far be
light wires below the surface? They j The trustees of the Free Public more important than the twitter of
an sentiment. It often makes people yond the ability to spend it intelli teaching in the common schools but it will have to go under sooner or later | Library have published a pamphlet robins or all the wild medley of tree
more appreciative of their privileges gently. This criticism, in fact, ap shows that the value of the secondary and it would seem as if some arrangd-1 which is designed to be of the great- birds is the cackle of pride over a
new-laid egg, and that motherly cluck
and possessions, leads them to esti plies to all classes among ns, from the and common schools is becoming rec ment could, be made with the Water > est convenience to all patrons of the wlien a brood of chickens surroundsmate them mo^e nearly at their full poor woman who mistreats her beef ognized and that they are deemed of
District for the construction of a! library and render the matter ot se- the old hen.
And now the music of the hens
value, if they know how high an steak to the gilded youth, and not sufficient importance in the general conduit for wires wherever it is j leoting and procuring books very exfills all the country with promise of
opinion others place upon them and always a youth, who squanders thou problem of education to be made the
neoessarv to open a trench for water ! ^editions and easy both for the patrons plepty and substantial prosperity.
these most appreciative words in re sands and perhaps millions of dollars object of study by college professors pipes. The matter is well worth und the librarian. This pamphlet is . The hen is more than a musician
college
students.
That
the
head
and
gard to our new library should deenen with no more sense of responsibility
not only a catalog but something more and a prophet. She has the magio
looking into anyway.
power to turn her humble songs into
the pride and gratitude of the oiti- than would be exhibited by an Afri of Maine’s common schools is counted
than
that and is called the general the chink of gold.
among the first qualified to speak on
•zens of Waterville in their new can savage. ’ ’
finding lists of the library. It is so
In 1900 when the latest complete
this subject in a great university is
According to all accounts the Dem arranged that every person by looking census
possession*and stimulate tliem to its
was taken, the total value of
wisest and fullest use, that its benefits
There is at least this redeeming the best evidence that the schools of ocrats of Chicago were “de-lighted” to I it throngh can see almost at a glance all fowls on farms was 186,794,996.
may be fully realized. We hope the feature of th^^ latest railroad horror our state are progressive and well greet President Roosevelt in Chicago just what is in the library, a very These produced in one year, poultry
that' sold for $186,891,877, and eggs
and were almost wild in their enthu
city of Bangor will finally come out which occurred on the Pennsylvania managecL
valuable feature to one who is busy that sold for $144,386,870—a total of
siasm over him at the big banquet at
of its present library agitation as suo- road near Harrisburg: It was not,
and \yants a particular work at any $381,178,347. The investment yielded
oessfnlly as Waterville and soon have apparently, the result of any human
In spite of the opposition against it the Iroquois club, but the poor strik time,'and then dan without the least an income of 400 per cent.
The average yield of the hen is 139'
as fine a building as well equipped negligence or incompetency. With a and the iinfavorable i conditions in ers did not get much satisfaction out delay or bother select what he wants
as the one dedicated here last Friday. freight train wrecked on one track in Ohioago at the time when the policy of him, though they received the fol and present it on his card to the eggs a year. The high yield of 261
eggs a year lias been recorded.
a* manner to throw some of the oars was hoped by his friends to have an lowing admirable counsel and clear I librarian. The book contains a Glass
So the cackle and cluck of the
A Savannah, Ga., paper declares across another track almost at the auspicious trial the idea of municipal statement of his position from him. ! list of titles alphabetically arranged humble ben are far more than mere
that there is a decline in profanity. moment an express train was passing ownership continues to spread and to Said the President: “I am a believer I so. that if a person wishes a book music.
The lay of the hen may not be a-.
It must be they do not iiave the game it is diffloult to see how any human attract public attention because of the in unions. But the uuioh must obey I under any particular class he does subject for the poet's rhapsodies but
the
law,
just
as
the
corporation
must
power
could
avert
the
terrible
calam
of golf to any extent in the South, or
eminence of the men who are coming
; not need to look clear through the it is a 'subject for the careful con
the incidents of the telephone that are ity and no blame would seem to be CO advocate it. The latest of these is obey the law; just as every man,- general catalog but can turn directly sideration of the practical-minded.—
BO prolific of that form of speech in attributable to any individual. If any the Hou. Bird S. Ooler of New York rich or poor, must obey the law. As j to the Glass in which the book 'Tie- Milwaukee Journal.
the region of oonutry north of Mason such agencies are responsible it must city, formerly comptroller of the yet, no.aotion has been called for by longs and find it at once if it is in
VERDICT UP MAINE CORONER.
be those which, through improper metropolis, who declares his belief me, and must certainly if action is the library. Following the Glass list
and Dixon’s line.
Records of the ancient city Qeorgconstruction or incompetent handling that the city is now ready for the called for I shall try to do justice i is a dictionary list of authors, in
of the air couplings, caused the wreck policy, nis only conditions neing that under the law to every man so far as ; which titles of books are listed eana, founded in 1640, better known
‘‘Elijah” Sasdford may be able, as
of the freight train. While it does it shall not come too suddenly and 1 have power. But the first essen I under the names of their authors, at the present time as York Harbor.
bis followers claim, to raise the aead,
not lessen the pity and horror of the that the city shall acquire control erf tial is the preservation of law and ‘ arranged in one alphabet. There is Me., contains many quaint and un
but he appears to be unable to retain
disaster it is' some consolation that,' its street railway lines and other order, tne suppression ot violence by I also ail index of subject headings usual stories of the early life of the
the living at Shiloh in (.he case of the
in the midst of so many such cases, public utilities by purchase and not mobs or individuals.” It is generally alphabetlcaily arranged for oonven- town.
Dunlap boy. Judge Spear seems to
At the entrance to York Harbor a
it was not the result of gross negli by confiscation or other undesirable conceded that the President met a j ieuoe .in finding works upon any given
be more powerful- in this iiistance
gence on the part of an employe or means. The big corporation fran real emergency in fine shape and has . subject.^ The pamphlet aoes not take bold promotory, known as Stage
tlian the boasted omnipotence of the
extends some distance into the
lack of regard for public safety on the chise grabbers are slowly accomplish further justified public confidence in I the place of the card catalog at the Neck,
sea, from which formerl.y in stormy
leader of the “Holy Ghost <aud Us”
his
good
Judgment
and
great
ability.
part of the railroad company.
ing their own defeat by their greed
j library for detailed information as to weather a temporary light, in the
outfit,—a very gratifying fact.
and corruption. Evidences are mul The fact that all rioting [^stopped by fuH titles, editions, etc., but it will form of a lantern hoisted upon an
tacit agreement while he was in the
upright pole, was displayed as a
The fact that Nan Patterson has tiplying that the abuse of rights, city will also doubtless have a salu prove of the greatest oonvenienoe in warning to mariners.
Now that Arbor Day is past iet us
privileges
and
methods
is
the
surest
One dark winter night a sloop waa
nil own up to how we observed tlie been given her liberty is not to be means of bringing public condemna tary effect upon the future of the the home cf every family who in
wrecked on these rooks. A survivor,
tends
to
patronize
the
library.
It
construed
as
convincing
evidence
that
occasion. How many planted a tree
on being questioned abont the catas
tion and the adoption of public con strike and his defense of law, order
or set out a vine, and how many she is i::uooeut of the orime with trol of its own business and property. and. good government will have a gives the average patron a quick, trophe, said;
“The vessel struck, turned ovqr on
^^ut a fishintf and failed to even re which she was charged, for it only
signifidant result upon society in gen- clear, comprehensive knowledge of
what is in the library and every faoil- her side, and the skipper and another
move the brush from the back yard? means that the court was unable to
eral. With the enthusiastic reception
^ ,
of whiskey rolled overboard.' ’
T"*.' barrel
To how many of us was all the talk prove her guilty. It was the belief
It would be interesting to know to accorded him by the Democrats and i
The local coroner was summoned,,
I
ed,
and
with
this
book
in
the
hom6
of
District
Attorney
Jerome
that
before band mere mummery, and to
aqd this somewhat startling verdict
just what extent the transfer of Count lihe excellent quality of both his
bow many was it the forerunner of further trials would not secure her Oassini, the Russian Ambassador to speeches the Presdient’s Ghicago visit and the new cara catalog at the was returned:
“We find that the deoeased fell
aotual deeds? Don’t all speak at once. conviction and tnat it would be an this country, from Washington to must be considered a decidedly vic library building the people of the city
injustice to keep her imprisoned Madrid is an official assertion of bis torious one, fully equal to the oon- are provided with the most modern from the masthead and was killed; be
and complete equipment for intelli rolled overboard and was drowned; be
longer for the sake of trying to prove
With President Roosevelt giving a her iunooouce. The public will unan failure and whether the chief feature queroring one he made to the bears gently using the public iibrary. These floated ashore and froze to death, and
the rats ate him up alive I’’—’Portland
broadside on railroad rates in his' imously agree that the unfortunate of his failure to satisfy his govern and other big game on his hunting finding iists are for saie at just abont Advertiser.
trip.
Denver speech, and Secretary Taft girl is entitled to the benefit of the meut has been considered to be his
actual cost and though the price, fifty
almost simultaueouBly opening up on doubt and to go free until she can be inability to win tlie sympatiiy, in
Letter to H. R Dunham.
cents, may seem a little high to some
the same subject at Washington be proved guilty, but the question of sentiment ai; least, of this country
The Portland Argus offers some in they will soon prove amply worth , it ■ Waterville, Me.
fore the International Railway Oou how, or rather by whoso hand, with Russia in her conflict with teresting statistics and valuable sug in the knowledge and oonvenienoe
Dear Sir; There is endless discus
Japan.
That
she
has
not
had
the
gress it looks as though the adminis Oaesar Young came to tiis death is
gestions regarding the increasing of they will afford. Every family who sion about barytes in paint. Perhaps
tration intended to force the fight as much a mystery to the public as sympathy of the United States in the summer boarding business in wishes to make the best use of thb this settles the question.
houses exactly alike at Delhi,
from now on, and those opposed iiad ever. If this wayward chorus girl the present war liis been a great dis Maine based upon what has been library and the most eoonoiqioal and N.Two
Y. ; the owner of both is Mr. N.
appointment
to
Russia
is
well
known
better stand from under.
oannot be proven to liavo done it and it would not be strange if Count done in'that line in New Hampshire intelligent use of its own and the Avery. One was recently painted Deneither has it been shown she did Cassini was held largely to blame durini^'thfi past few years. It is a librarian’s time should provide itself voe; the other with a barytes paint;
same, painter did both jobs; bis name
Tlie report that Major Cteneral not do it and the granting of her for this by his. government and its dis timely and profitable word and the with one of these ueVr finding lists.
is George Gilbert.
people
of
Maine
ought
to
be
stimala-*
One cost $37; the other $64. The
' Wood has had an engagement with freedom and the dropping of tlie case appointment vented upon him by his
first took 0 gallons; the other 13.. Six
the Moro outlaw leader with the re- appears to be the best end to make of removal to the minor nation of Spain. ted ,to increased enterprise in this
LACKS
BUT
ONE
THING.
gallons Devoe, as to covering, equals
portionlar by the exam^e of the oitiBolt that seven Americans were killed a bad mess.
The one thing that is quite oertain
Aside from mountain scenery in twelve of the otner.
zone
in
her
neighboring
state;
and 19 wounded while the Moros lost
Yours truly,
about the matter is that if Russia
What systematio effort can do for a grander and, more majestic forms.
P. W. DBVOB & OO.
over SQO is a-fiButle reminder that we
Wisely or unwisely, justly or un hopes, by the sending of Baron state
in Increasing the summer board- . Maine looks nothing which goes to
P.
S.
W.
B.
Arnold & Oa sell out
ftiU have a Philippine problem on justly the Boston Herald u waging a R(i^u, until reoeutly Russian Minis- ing business, is strikingly ezemplifled make a region the ideal abiding place paint.
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COLBY IS THIRD.

isarsapiu'illa. The dpix
tors’ Sarsaparilla. The tested and
tried Sarsaparilla. The Sarsapa
rilla that makes rich, red blood;
strengthens the nerves; builds
J.'C* A^rOOM
on ttie vh'^io
T otreli. Mm«.
«t ?wa«••
.cat«

ENGLISH TEACHERS TO MEET.

h

.

QUEEN OF ACTRESSES
PRAISES PE-RU-NA.

English Department of Maine AsscoiaThis Her Position in Track Meet at
tion of ^ Colleges and Preparatory
Orono Saturday—Bowcloin Wins and
Schools V7ill Hold Meeting at Colby
n.‘ of M. Gets Seqpnd Place.
College Next Friday and Saturday.
The 11th annual track and field
The third annual meeting of the
meet of the Maine Intercollegiate As English department' of the Maine
George W. Thomas, Colby ’03, a sociation which was held with the U. Association of Colleges and Prepa'rateacher at Hebron Academy, was 'in of M. at Orono Saturday was won by tory Schools will be held at the Col
itbe city Monday night.- Mr. Thomas Bowdoin with a total of 69 points, lege May 10 and 30, in connection
has just been elected principal of while U. of M. proved a dangerous with the meeting of the Maine
rival by coming in seoond with 64 Modern Language Association.^ The
Mrs. W. A. D. Oisgin who has been Washington Ackdemy at East Machias points. The contest was so close that
president of the aeparimeut'is C. F.
and
had
just
come
from
that
place.
Tieiting’ relatives in the city for a
4he winner could not be det^mined Cook, of the Cony High school, and
He
returned
to
Hebron
Tuesday.
short tinie, returned t& her home in
The Bockamoonshine club was en until the last event wae_over. Oolby the secretary and treasurer is Profes
Phillips Monday morning.
was third in the list with eight sor Mitchell of Bowdoin College. The
Charles MoQann has recently pur tertained by the Misses Frances and points, getting two seconds and two meetings wilhbe held Friday after
Georgia
Ward
well
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
chased a fine honse lot on Morrill,
thirds, and Bates brought up the rear noon and evening aud.Saturday fore
avenne of B. B. Drummond. Xhe lot S. S. Brown on Centre street Monday with four points. Tne individnal noon in Chemical hall, Colhy College.
has a 76 foot froi)t and is 146 feet deep. evening. Whist was the diversion of star was Denning of Bowdoin who
Following is the program:
the evening, the prizes being won by
Albert H. Stnpert of Calais, former
took
first
in
th^ee
events
and
bad
a
FRIDAY
AFTERNOON, MAY 19.
Miss Lublow, first, and Miss Foss,
ly a machinist at the car shops here,
total
of
16
points.
The
breaking
of
4.30—
Should
English Grammar as a
^is in the city calling on ‘ old friends. second. Refreshments were served the intercollegiate record in the pole
Specific Subject Be Taught in
and a fine time enjoyed.
the Fitting School? Principal R.
Mr. Stnpert is now a foreman in the
vault by Shaw of Maine was the spec ^
W. Sprague, Waterville High
■Washington County Eallway shops at
ial feature of tbe meet.
sotlool. English Composition in
NEW NIlIIiDIHa TO 3E EBEOTED. The following is the summary of
Calais.
the Fitting School: The Selec
tion of Theme SnhjectSr' Miss
tbe events:
Mr. .John Smith, the contractor, of
Floria M. Bishop, Maine. Cen
440-yards dash: Won by Kimball,
Fairfield has purchased the balance of A Fine Large Exhibition and Amuse
tral Institute; The Value of
Bowdoin ; Wyman, Maine, second;
the stock owned by A. G. Bowie in
Conferences with the Individnal
ment Hall Will Be Built at Central Lisherness, Maine, third. Time, 63
the Proctor & Bowie Co., Mr. Bowie
Pupil, Miss Mabel Benner, Bath
Maine Fair Ground.
. High school ; The Mistakes Most
I.
1-5 seconds.
having left the city to engage in busi
Often Made bv Pupils in English
ness in Iiewiston.
The officials of the Central Maine .130-yard hurdle: Won by Toby,
Composition, Miss Adelle GilMaine,
seoond
;
Bowdoin;
Currier,
Rev. P. N. Cayer left for Salem, Fair Association were busy at the
patrick, Coburn Classical Insti
tute.
'^ass., Monday morning to attend the grounds Monday afternoon staking out Webb, Bowdoin, /third, Time, 16 3-6
FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 19.
French Baptist convention of New the location for the new exhibition seconds.
230-yard dash: Won by Porter,' 7.30—Address of Welcome on behalf of
England which is held in that city building ^hioh it has been decided to
Colby College by President
the 17 and 18th. Thefe will be several erect. The building, which will be a Maine, Doherty, Bowdoin, second;
Charles L. White.
delegates from the church in this city large modern struoture 176 feet long Sawyer, Maine, third. Time, 38 sec 7.46—Address before the two Associa
by 100 feet wide, will he situated be onds.
present.
tions by William T. Foster,
280-yard hurdle: Won by Toby,
tween
the present exhibition hall and
Bowdoin College. Subject, Tlie
Mr. W. L. Holmes Of Barre, Mass.,
Teacher Who Tliinks.
bought Monday through the Water- the office building, and will be con Bowdoin; Currier, Maine, seoond; 8.30—Seoond Session of the English
Thatcher,
Maine,
third.
Time,
26
3-6
nected
with
these
by
temporary
cov
ville Realty Company, the set of
'
Department. Wherein the Pres
ent Preparation in English of
buildings in Yassalboro known as the ered walks, thus making the three seonds.
N a recent letter to The PoruUa Medi Digestion furnishes nutrition for the
lOO-yard dash: Won by Porter,
the Average Freshman Is Defec
John Donnelly place. Mr. Holmes buildings practically under one roof.
cine Co., Miss Julia Marlowe, of New nerve coiitors. Properly dlgosh'd food
tive, Professor Artimr J. Rob
Maine;
Doherty,
Bowdoin,
second;
There
will
be
only
one
floor
to
the
will moVe his family there in the
erts, Colby College.
York City, writes the following;
furnishes tliese reservoirs of life wltb
Sawyer,
Maine,
third.
"Time,
10
1:6'
new
building.
A
hardwood
floor
will
near future.
9.00—The Value of Translation in the
vitality wlileh U-i^ils to strong, steady
,
be laid so that the building can be seconds. ■
Study and Teaching of English,
Mrs. W. H. K. Abbott went to
"/ am g/atf to write my endorse nerves, niid thus nourislios llfe.«
One mile run: Won by Robmbou,
used for skating and dancing, pur
Principal John A. Cone, TopePeruna is in great favor among;
Portland Monday to attend the
ment
of the greet remedy, Peruna,
ham
High
school.
Discussion
of
Bowdoin;
P.
B.
Shorey,
Bowdoin,
poses. The building will have a moni
Episcopal Convention and Maine
as a nerve tonic. / do so most women,especially those wlio have voca>
the
subject.
How
to
Teach
tor roof and will contain “140 large seoond; Ilunt, Colby, third. Tiipe, 4
tions that are trying to the nerves.
heartily. "--Julia Marlowe.
“Macbeth,” Sheppard Butler.
Branch, of the Woman’s Auxiliary,
■'
windows, which will make it* very minutes 48 4-6 seconds.Peruna furnishes the lasting vigor
Coburn Classical Institute; Ptowhich were held there, on. . Tues
One-half mile run: Won by Ever
light. A large gallery will extend
fessor H. M. Estabrooke, Uni
for the nerves tliut such piniplo need.
Nervousness
is
very
common
among
day, and incidentally to see Maude
versity of Maine; Miss Alice S. women. This condition Is due to anemic Thousands of testimonials from-,
entirely around the building. Work ett, Bowdoin; Bruce, Maine, seoond ;
Adams in the Little Minister.
Reynolds, Cony High school;
on the struoture will be begun at St. Onge, Maine, third. Time, 2
Miss Ada L. Davis, Deering nerve centers. The nerve centera'are women In all parts of the Unlto<l Slate*,
Charles Pomerleau and A. L. Bose once.
mintes 3-6 seconds.
High school; Miss Mary s A.. tlio reservoirs of nervous vitality. These are being received every year. Bnolt
went to Portland* Tuesday where
Two-mile run: Won by^Robipson,
centers, become bloodless for want-of unsolicited evidence surely proves that'Stevens, Lewiston High school.
Mik Pomerleau has gone to purchase ANNUAL MEETING WATERVILLE Bowdoin; P. R. Sfiorer, Bowdoin,
Peruna Is without an equal os a nerva^
proper nutrition.
fixtures for bis new meat and fish
This is especially true In the spring tonic and a vital Inviirorator.
seoond; L. B. Thomas, Maine, third.
SAVINGS BANK.
season. Every spring a host of invalids
market whiuh be proposes to start
Time, 10 minutes 48 4-6 seconds.
a bottle ot Peruna to-dayl
in the store on Mam street formerly ' The annual meeting of the WaterMiss Grace E. Berry, who has been are produced as the direct result of weak If Buy
Throwing
the
discus:
Won
by
Den
you do not receive all the.bene^
ooenpied by the Singer Sewing Ma ville Savings Bank was held at the ning, Bowdoin; Johnson, Bates, seo attending the annual meeting of the nerves.
banking rooms at 3.00 o’clock this
This can be"easily obviated by using fits from Peruna that you expected,
New England committee of the Young
chine Co.
write to Dr. & B. Hartman, Colum
afternoon, there being about 25 pres ond; Hetherington, Colby, third. Dis Women’s Christian Association, re Peruna. Peruna strikes at the root of the bus, Ohio.
Mrs. E. W. Hall and Mrs. Anna ent. The old board of trustees was tance. 116 feet.
turned Thnisday afternoon. j
diffioulty by correcting the digestion.
Drummond entertained .the membprs I reelected and were as follows: Hon.
Throwing 16-ponnd hammer: Won
Rev. W. H. Rice, pastor of the
of the Civic Improvement committee O. Enanff, Hon. J. W. Bassett, Geo. by Denning, Bowdoin;
Bennett, Baptist church at East Levant, was
of the Woman’s Literary club at the K. ^outelle, Esq., D. P. Poster, Esq., Maine, seoond; Chapman, Bowdoin, !the guest of Alfred M. Frye, ’05,' at
number on the program was finely
third. Distance, 126 feet 8 inches,
college Friday.
Taconnet, club honse Monday after-1
rendered and heartily ' applauded', H. C. Morse, John A. Vlgne, Chas.
noon. The time w,as pleasantly passed „ „ „
President IVliite gave n lecture on
Putting 16-ponnd shot: Won by
Every performer is entitled to person
,, _
____________ j
^ iuur0D,
at bowling. Ices we-^e served and a
The following officers were then Ddtaning, Bowd?in; Coombs, Oolby, “The Need of Missionary Work in Cobum Administered Coat to Skowhe- al mention if time aud space permit
pleasant occasion enjoyed.
elected: Hon. C. Enanff, president; second; Bennett, Maine, third, Dis- Chinn,” at the French Baptist cliurch gan High Saturday—Score, 12 to 0. ted, bnt the violin uombers by Hiss
j Sunday evening.
The sixteenth anniversary of the I Hon. J. W. Bassett, vice president; tanoe, 38 feet.
Gray and Master Donald White, and
Coburn applied the whitewash to
Running high jnmp: Shaw, Maiu;| George W. Thomas, Colby ’03,wlio
organization of the Epworth League g
Drummond treasurer and A. P.
the piano numbers by Mrs. 'Wbita
and Goodwin,'' is instructor in English at Hebron Skowliegan High at baseball here were especially line and appreciated
was observed at the Pleasant street Drummond, assistant treasurer. The Merserve, Maine,
Saturdav
afternoon,
winning
by
a
Methodist church
Sunday.
The following board of advisors was Maine, tied for first place. Distance, ' Academy, has recently been elected
by the andieuce, as was also the cor
score of 13 to 0,
|
church was beautifully decorated. chosen: N. Meader, Fred Pooler, H. 6 feet 1 inch. > •
j principal of Washington Academy in Coburn was superior to Skowhegaii net solo by Miss Haines.
Running broad jnmp; Won by
Pastor Bradlee preached an dlrpropri-1 J)
A. J. Alden, E. L. Jones,
Machias for next year.
Following tlie concert tlie aadieno»
in every phase of the game,- and from
ate sermon in the morning, and the' j ^ Peroival, Ira E. Getohell, Thatcher, Maine; MoVane, Oolby, seo
was
received in the oiiuroli vestry by
Rev. Abraham W. Johnson, Colby the start there was no question about
anniversary exercises proper took Nathl. Jaqneth, Jacob O. Peaslee, ond; Harlow, Maine, third. Distanoe,
the
Men’s club .ol[ the ohnroli aud
’69, has been chosen to deliver the the victory. Tibbitts and Linsoott,
place at tlie 6.80 service.
served
with ice cream, cake aud other
Silas T. Lawry, Obas. F. Johnson, 19 feet 7 inches.^
Pole vault: Won by Shaw, Maine; principal address at the service in Coburn’s battery, played a flue game light refreshments, this part of thaThe little son of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Blaisdell.
Rogers, Maine,
second; Wiggin, memory of Dr. S. F. Smith to be held aud had the Skowbegan boys at their program by the gentlemen being br
Henry Barney had tbe misfortune to
mercy most of the time, Clarke being
Bates,
third.
Distanoe,
10 feet 6 during commencement week.
fraotnre his thigh bone Friday after SPRING MEETING OF ALUMNAE
for not the least enjoyable feature of
At the intercollegiate meet Satur- the qply man who could fathom Tib the eveui'ig’c o^tertainmeut.
inches.
noon by falling from a high chair in
ASSOCIATION.
To break the record Sbaw of Maine j day held at OroiiO, the eight points bitts curves, this player getting 8 hits
which be was sitting. Drs. Fortier
Tbe concert was given for the pur
The spring meeting of the Mount cleared the pole at 10 feet 9 inches. I won for Colby were secured by out of 4 tintes at bat. Coburn ap pose of helping to pay for a new
and Bernard were called and they
reduced tbe fraotnre and it is thought Holyoke Alumnae Association of tbe previous Maine record being 10 1 Coombs, ’96, MeVane, ’07, Hunt, pears to be getting into the game; piano for the church and tiie o*.7aR{oi>
’07, and Hetherington, .’08. Coombs lately in a way that is encouraging to was a Bucoess financially as well a*
that the child will come out of the Maine will be held in Hallowell at feet 8 inches.
won second place iii throwing the ham her supporters, and in Saturday’s socially and mnsioally.
accident without being permanently i 10.30 a. m., Saturday, May 20th. All
PLEASANTLY
SURPRISED.
mer
; Hunt second in the one mile run ; game there was manifested the “do or
alumnae are cordially invited to be
lame.
MeVane,
third in the broad jnmp and die” spirit that is a great'"help in
The members of both lodges.
The Waterville Clinical society held Present. Everyone intending to be
,
Hetherington,
third in throwing the winning games.
present
should
notify
the
secretary.
Degree
of
Honor,
A.
O.
U.
W.,
gave
DIRECTORS MEET.'
a very interesting meeting Monday
'The
score:
discuss.
evening in tbe Common Council rooms Miss A. F. Peters, 32 Bramhall St., a very pleasant surprise party to Mr.
A
meeting
of the directors of th»
COBURN,
in the city building. There was a Portland, on or before Thursday, May and Mrs. James McMahon at their
Waterville
Driving
club was held
ab
bb
po
a
residence Monday evening. There A DANGEROUS AND
general discussion by the members on 18thr
Finlaysuu,'SB
1 3 0
Monday evening at the store of Whit
were a good number present and a fine
“Anaesthetics and
Anaesthesia.”
HARD EXPERIENCE. B. Ware, 3b'
0 1
comb & Cannon. It was decided at
time enjoyed. Refreshments were
bmich. If
0
Several valuable and interesting
MRS. ELIZABETH SOULE.
this meeting to change tlie date ot
Mower,
2b
1
served and the following musical pro
papers were read. There was a good
the first meeting from June 7th to
A telegram was received in tlie city gram carried out: Piano duet, Mrs. Three Rivermen Left on Rook in Pendleton, lb
12
number present aud the meeting this morning announcing the death,
i^turday, June 10. If that day is
Tibbitts, p
1
Spenoer
Stream
For
36
Hours.
Emma Pooler and Mrs. Emily Philips;
proved a very valuable one.
Nash, rf
2
stormy the meet is to bo lield ou tho
Sunday, of Mrs. Elizabeth Soule, for vocal solo, Ohas. B. Walker; vocal
Report came to the city Saturday P. Ware, of
0
Mr. G,. E. Ourrell of Camden and merly of this city, at the home of her
{jollowing Tuesday.
Linsoott, c
8
Mr. F. M. Drew of Lewiston, admin son in Taunton, Mass. Mrs. ScTnle dnet, Joiin Orowley and Chas. B. of the rough experience aud nar
It was voted to offer two silver cup*
row escape of three Oanadian river
istrators of tlie estate of the late was the widow of the late N. M. Walker; piano solo. Miss Bessie Blair;'
Totals
38 12 9 27 13 4 as prizes, one for the best single bitoR
drivers in the Dead River region last
Hanscom sisters, are in the city tak Soule of this city and the daughter of trio, Ohas. B. Walker, John Orowley
SKOWHEGAN.
aud one for tlie best double hitch,
ing an inventory of the property pre the lace Jotham Staokpole, also of and E. O. Blair. Mr. aud Mrs. Mc Thursday. It appears tliat three drivab
IX) a
K. F. Javuus was elected snperin4
2 1
paratory to disposing of the same at I Waterville. The body was brought Mahon were taken wholly by surprise ei|3, Oauadians by the names of Fouler, French, If
teudent qf tlie grounds and Dr. Joly
Fortier
aud
Ouilette,
attempted
to
Walker, cf, 3b
4
a public sqle, which will be held as I here Wednesday for interment in Pine but proved equal to tbe occasion and
oliairinan of carnival committee. Sev
4
entertained their unmerons guests break a jam at Spenoer Gap on Spen Smith, lb
soon as the inventory is completed. Grove cemetery.
eral
names for membership were re
Tuck,
rf
4
cer stream Thursday morning aud
most successfully,
Tbe household effects of this estate
Clark, 3b, ss
4
ceived at tho meeting.
while
engaged
in
the
perilous
task
------------------------ aDane, 2b
4
include a great variety of antique
MRS. JANE BROWN.
tbe jam suddenly broke, split ou the Greene, o
3
A SLIGHT ACCIDENT..
furnitnre> old c.hiua aud curios, also
Mrs. Jane Brown passed away at
.8
SOUTH ENDS WON.
A ba.d place in the pavement op big rook in mid stream, and sefiarated Abbey, ss, p
many fine oil paintings.
3
her home on the Ridge Road, Upper positely the Waterville Savings Bank tlie men from their boat and prevented Taylor, p, of
Mr. Frederick L. Rockwood who Main street, Sunday, the cause of
Tbe Sonth End baseball team from'
' their escaping to shore ou the logs so
Totals
88 0 6 33*11 ^ this oity went to North Vassalborohas been visiting his mother in Fair- death being organic heart disease. blook was responsible for an accident than they were left stranded on the
*Fendleton liit by batted ball.
field and friends here, left Saturday Her age was 71 yjaara She was the to the horse which Mrs. A. H. Smart rook. Thej were discovered later in
Saturday afternoon aud played ball
Innings
123466789
was
driving
Friday
afternoon.
Evi
for ;New York and Philadelphia widow of William Brown. The
with
the local team of that tpwn de
Cobnrn.
0
0
1
6
0
4
0
2
x—13
the day bnt the onrrent was so swift
00000000 0— 0 feating them 12 to 11. It was goodt
where he will pass a few days before funeral was held Wednesday, May dently a paving stone had been re that a boat could not be rowed out to Skowliegan
Earned rnns.'^Coburu 2. Two-base playing and timely hitting that won
sailing* for his home in Bogota, 17 at 10 o’clock. Rev. E. L. Marqh moved and the horse stepped a foot them aud there was not rope enough hits,
Smith, of Cuburu, B. Ware, and
into
the
hole,
causing
him
to
fall
and
Colombia. Mr. Rockwood expects to officiating.
with tbe drive to 1# a boat down the Clark. Three-base hits, Pendleton. the game for tlie South End team.
break
one
of
the
shafts
of
tbe
carriage
arrive home by the 4th of July but not
Sacrifloe hits, Nash, Base ou balls, It was a good game to watob as th»
and also cat one of his legs quite stream to them so they were obliged off Taylor, 8. Struck out, by Tibbitts, score sliows aud exoitement was in
before, as the trip ooming took him 88
to remain in their perilous position 6; by Taylor, 4. Stolen bases, Coburn,
MRS. MAR7C0T7.
badly.
' .
days constant travel, and with tbe
while
Buffloient rope was sent for 20 6; Skowliegan, 3. Doable plays, Nash tense up to the last minute of play.
Bystanders
in
the
vicinity
went
to
Mrs. Mary Ooty, wife of John Ooty,
stops he contemplates making it will
miles
out
of the woods to effect their to Pendleton. Wild pitohes, Tibbitts,
be the time named before he arrives. died at her home, No. 19 Gray street, Mrs. Smart’s assistance rad' soon rescue by this means. The three men 1. Passed balls, Linsoott, 1. Hit by
Sunday noon ot a nervous disease everything was straightened oat. It
pitched ball, P. Ware.
Umpire,
HOW’S TEUS?
A very delightful time was enjoyed with which she has been afflicted tor was a narrow escape . from what were finally taken off late Friday Abbott. Time, 1.30.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
by the Helpini^ Hand, D. of,H., A. a long time. Her age was 66 years. might have proved a quite serious ao- afternoon or in the evening, having
ward for any oase of Catarrh that can
been since Thursday morning without
O. U. W, Friday evening at the home She is survived by a husband and six oident.
A FINE CONCERT.
not bo cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
of Mr. aud Mr& A, L. Rose on Bel- sons. Tl[ie fnneial was held Tues
food dr drink and having to spend the
F. J. CHENEY & .CO., Toledo. O.
mom avenue. The early part of the day morning at 8 o’olook from St.
night on the rook with no protection One Given by Home Talent at tbe Con
MRS. JULIA A. PEASE.
We, tlie undersigned, have kuqwa
F. J. Cheney fur tlie last 16 yean,
evening was passed in enjoyable social Francis de Sales ohuroh.
Tbe death of Mra Jnlia A. Pease beyond their ordinary olothing.
gregational Cburob Monday Evening aud believe him perfectly honorable
intercourse in an informal manner
ooourred Saturday at her home
in all basiness transaotious, and
Excellent and Enjoyable.
and at 9.80 Mrs. Bose invited the
MRS. LOTTIE. SAVAGE CARTER.
on the River Road. Mrs. Pease had
fluanoially able to carry oat any ob
JOSEPH
LIBB7.
members into the dining room where
a shook a week ago which left her in
News of tbe death in New York of
The unfavorable weatber prevented ligations made by his firm.
a most elegant and finely arranged
Mr. Joseph Libby died Saturday snob a poor condition that she was Mra Lottie Savage Carter was re- a large audienoe at the Congregation WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Innoh was served by the boatess and night at his home in Winslow at the not able to rally from its effects, and oeivdd in the olty Tuesday. Mr& Carter al ohnroh Monday evening on the
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
at a later hour the company departed age of 67 years. The funeral was death resulted this morning. She was died there Monday night and the oooasion of the oonoert given under nally, acting direotiy upon the blood
all load in their ptalse of tbe refresh- held Tuesday morning at 9.80 o’olook the widow of Ellas Pease and her age remains were brought to this oity tbe anspioes of the Sunday school and mnoouB surfooes of tbe system.
ments and voting it one of the most from St. Franols de Sales obnrob. WM fifi years aud 8 months. The for bnriaL Thct deoeased was veiy but all those who attended enjoyed Testimonials sent free. Ihrioe 76o.
■nooessful and enjoyable times social The Interment was in Fairfield fnnerai ' was held Tuesday after well known in this olty,. being a sister ai^ (hi^oellent mnsioal program and a per bottle. Bold by all Druggists. '
Take Hall’s Family PiUs for qoa>
ly tbe order had erer held.
go^ social entertainment. Every stlpatlon.
Oathollo oemetery.
noon at 8,00- o'clock.
of ICrs. Antonia Sawyer.
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Dragged>Down
Feeling

flRE AT SKOWHECAN.

American Woolen Company’s Old Mill
In the loins.
Badly Damaged This Afternoon—
Nervousness, unrcfreshlng sleep, despon
Fire Under Control at 4 O’clock.
dency.
It Is time you werp doing something.
("From WedncBdsy’e Kvonlng Mali.)
The kidneys were anciently called the
Skowhegan,
Me., May 10, 3 p.m.
reins—In your case they are holding the
reins and driving you Into serious trouble. (Special).—Fire broke out in the np-

Hood's Sarsaparilla

per portion of the old mill of the

Acts with the most direct, beneficial eflcct American Woolen Company about 2.00
on the kidneys. It contains the best and o^cT^k"this afternoon and fpr a short
Mfest substances for correcting and toning time it was feared that the building
these organs.

LOCAL NEWS.
Sperry Looke returned Tneaday
night from a bnsiness trip of several
weeks to Albany, Georgia.
Miss Flora Robbins, a teacher at
the Myrtle Street sohool, has gone to
her home in Fort Kent, being called
there by the death of her brother.
Mies Alice K. Townsend left Friday
morning for San Francisco, Cali
fornia, where she will make an ex
tended visit with a sister who lives
there.
Miss Mary A. Savage, daughter of
Jhdge Albert R. Savage of Anbnrn,
who has been the gnest for a week of
Miss Hope Davies, returned to her
home Wednesday.
Hon. S. S Brown returned Thnrs
day night from a short business and
pleasure trip to Boston. Mrs. Brown
who accompanied him will remain for
a longer visit.
'
Walter Ct. Reynolds went to Port
land Wednesday to return with his
wife who is just recovering from an
operation for appendicitis at Dr.
King’s private hospital.
George Vose returned home Sat^ jprday, from his studies at the
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy
for the summer vacation and assumed
his duties at'once in the store of the
gimpson drug company.
'
The first hurdy gurdy of the season
was on the streets Tlmrsday with
a barrel full of tunes, some being the
latest bits, a few chestnuts, and one
olassio. But as it is a sign of sum
mer the music seemed sweet.
Ralph Holway returned from Porti land Thursday where he went with
bis wife who underwent an operation
Wednesday for appendicitis at Dr.
King’s private hospital. The opera
tion was successful and Mrs. Holway
stood it well.
Mrs. C. H. B. Seiiger who has been
visiting Mrs. L. H. Soper for a • few
days, returned to her home in Augusta
Fridav afternoon. Mrs. Seiiger has
many friends in this city who will be
sorry to learn that she leaves the last
of the month for Tripp, South Dakota,
where she will make her home in the
future.
The largest dinner ever served at
the Bay View hotel under Landlord
Stinnaford’s management was the one
furnished for the
delegates no
the State Court of Foresters, the num
ber taking dinner being 183. And the
bill of fare w'.a iully Up in quality
and quantity to the large number that
partook of it.
The Merry Peppers were entertained
by Miss Maud Esty at her home on
Elm street Thursday evening. The
....principal feature of the evening’s en
tertainment was the contest between
the young ladies as to who could make
the most presentable looking doll out
of a potato and tissue paper. Miss
Annie Wall won the first prize and
Miss Florence Moor the booby. Re
freshments were served and a pleas
ant time enjoyed.
EVER HAVE.IT?
If You Have, the Statement of This
r Waterville Man Will Interest You.
Ever have a “low-down” pain in
the back?
In the “small,” right over the
hips?
That’s the home of baokaclio.
It’s caused by sick kidneys.
That’s why Doan’s Kidnery Pills
cure it.
ii
Waterville people endorse this,
Bead a case of it;
Mr. E. M. McCartney, of Oakland
St., Waterville,
Me., says: “For
two years I have bePn a sufferer from
backache.. It was not the kind that
comes and goes vvith every change in
the weather, but it staid with me all
the time—a dull, heavy, dragging,
bearing-dow'u pain that kept me in
misery all the time. 1 read about
Doan’s Kidney Pills and sent to Dorr’s
drug store for a box. 1 began using
them and found such quiok relief that
I kept on with the treatment and now
I am practically cured.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-Milburu Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and
lake no other.

would be a total loss. At this writing
it looks as though only the roof will
bo destroyed and a soaking of the mill
from water.
3 Fire was discovered this forenoon
in the picker room and this was soon
put out as it was supposed but shortly
after one o’clock fire was discovered
on the roof of the building the picker
room is in and it is thought that it
must have caught from a spark of the
forenoon fire.
An alarm was rung in and in short
order all the apparatus of the, town
was on the spot, but the roof is of
slate and it was impossible to get at
the fire until the roof fell. It is
thought that as soon as the roof falls
it #ill be possible to check the fire as
sufficient apparatus is on hand to do
this as soon as the fire can be got at.
In tills mill are the dyeing, picking
and fulling departments, the wef
finishing department ana the office on
the first fioor. On the second floor is
the dry finishing department. On the
third floor is the spooling and dress
ing department, and ah attic which is
used as a store room for wool.
It is estimated that the loss will be
about $10,000 to $16,000. The fire is
still burning but is- considered under
control.

FORESTERS
IN SESSION.
State Conrt of Maine Holds Annual Ses
sion In Wateryllle Today.

A LARGE ATTENDANCE.
Grand Conrt'Offlcers, Past Grand Chief
Rangers and Delegates Present—Us
ual Business Transacted and Officers
Elected.

(From Wednesday's Evening Mall.y

The 12th annual pession ot the State
Court, Foresters I of America, was
opened for business at 10 o’clock this
forenoon at Foresters’ Hall on Tem
ple street, this city, with a large
attendance of delegates from all over
the state and the Grand Conrt officers
and several Past Grand Chief Rangers
present. The bnsiness session of to
day was preceded bv a large gather
ing last evening when Gardiner Conrt
worked the third degree on a large
number of candidates, the Conrt being
tlie guekt of Canada Conrt of this city.
The following Grand Conrt officers
are present and in charge of the ses
sion today:
G. C. R., A. B. Reny, Waterville;
S. G. O. ^R., J. P. Graham, West
brook; g’ Sec., J. E. ICanningham,
Gardiner; G. Treas., J. T. McCarthy,
Coughs and colds, down to the very Portland; G. R. S., J. W. Onilette,
borderland of consumption, yield to Westbrook; G. S. W., J. H. Gregoire,
the soothing, healing influences of Augusta; G. J. W., J. J. Coughlin,
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup.
Lewiston; G. S. B., J. T. Coffill^
Bath; G. J. B., J. J. Murphy, Au
PROF. WHEELER’S
gusta ; Grand trustees, James Doherty,
SUCCESSOR ELECTED. Bangor, T. F. Donovan, Lewiston.
The following Past Grand Chief
Prin. Chipman of Winslow High School Rangers are also in attendance:
W. E. Riker, Lewiston; J. A.
to he New Professor of Mathematics
O'Neil, Portland; P. D. Welsh, West
at Cobum.
brook; J. J. Maher, Augusta; J. J.
A meeting of the trustees of Coburn Kenneay, Lewiston; G. E. MoMnnn,
Classical Institute was held at the Bangor; J. E. Cunningham, Gardiner.
building Tuesday afternoon.
The
The following delegates are present
ony business which was transacted by from their respective Courts:
the board and given out for publica
Charles O’Neil, B. L. Stubbs, Court
tion was the election of Guy W. Live Oak, Lewiston; Alex Fournier,
Chipman, principal of the Winslow Court Lafayette,
Auburn; Julius
High Sohool, to the position of in Lavigue, Court Laval, Brunswick; J.
structor of mathematics to succeed H. Mullaney, Court Sagadahoc, Bath;
David S. Wheeer who completes his J. A. O’Neil, John O, Loring, Frank
services at the end of the sohool year. Farry, P. J. Fewry, Court Falmouth,
Mr. Chipman is a graduate of Colby Portland; John Quinn, John J. White,
in the class of 1902 and since that Court Capital, Augusta; John Girard,
time he has been most sucoessful as Arthur Simmoneau, Bart Huard,
principal of the Winslow High Sohool, Court Westbrook, Westbrook; F. E.
bringing up the standard of the school Heath, L. W. Talbot, Court Robert
so that now it ranks second to none Emmett, Bangor; 0. O. Bolduc,
among the smaller High Schools in Murtb Hughes, Court Henrv Grattan,
the state.
Belfast; J. A. Weymouth, P. J.
The long list of applicants for the Brown, Court America, Waterville;
prinoipalship of Coburn to succeed David Poulin, J. T. Taraiff, Alphonse
Prin. Johnson was gone over but no Ronillard, Court Canada, Waterville.
action cakou beyond dropping the
The Grand Court was called to
names of those who for various rea
order
by Grand Chief Ranger A. B.
sons were not considered by the trus
tees as suitable or aesirable candi Reny of Waterville. I The first busi
ness was that of tliie appointment of
dates.
David Poulin ana P. J. Brown of
Bcratoh, scratch, scratch; unable to this oitv to escort Mayor Pnrinton to
attend to business during the day or the hall. The mayor arrived at 10.30
sleep daring the night. Itching piles, and spoke to the convention for
horrible plague. Doan’s Ointment
cures. Never fails. At any drug twenty minutes. Mayor Pnrinton in
extending the weloome of the city of
store, 60 cents.
Waterville said he recognized the im
portance of the gathering and that the
A GROWING BUSINESS.
oonvention was made np ot a class of
On being asked how bnsiness was, men that to be known best were to be
Mr. W. E. Whittemore of the Whitte- appreciated the most. He was glad
more Furniture Co. iufoimed a re of the opportunity to weloome such a
porter of The Evening Mail tliat the sturdy, manly appearing assemblage
company’s sales had been very satis and hoped all would be satisfied with
factory so tar this season, being fully
the results of tlie day and pleased
one-third larger than last year during
with their visit to Waterville.
the same time. Mr. Whittemore said
The mayor was accorded hearty
that tlie ■ prospects for their lino of
olieers oy the convention. 'Then fol
goods was never so good and that
lowed the appointment of the various
their “ Standard steel” couches were
conveutiou oommitteos which were
steadily gaining in popularity and
made up as follows:
were fast becoming the lending con
Committee on resolutions, James A.
struction throughout Now England.
O’Neil, Joliu Graham, P. J.'Brown,
J. J. White, M. F. Hughes.
SOUTH GRAMMAR WON.
Status of the ordef, J. H. Mullaney,
A very lively and hotly contested Arthur Simmoneau, Bart Huard.
baseball game was played on the cir
Press, J. E. Loring, Jules Levine
cus flola ’Thursday afternoon between and L. Bayo.
the nines of the .^North and South
Resolutions on death of 4 Grand
Grammar school teams and resulted Trustee John Connor, Jr., J. \F.
in a victory for the South Grammar Maher, J. W. Quinn and J. J. Wliite.
youngsters by a score of 9 to 0. The
Credentials, J. D. Cunningham, B.
game was a long one and drew a large L. Stubbs, C. O. Bolduc.
crowd and made up in excitement and
Auditing, P. J. Ferry, S. W. Tal
enthusiasm whatever it may Itave bot, J. T. Tardiff.
lacked in science.
Goods and effeots, F. E. Health, J.
W. Quinn, John Girard.
BAI^NES-BESSBI.
Mileage and per diem, G. E. MoNorth VassalbOro, Me., May 11, Munn, A. Fournier and J. A. Farry.
(Special)—Mr. James Garfield Barnes
Adjournment was taken at 11.80 un
and Miss Edith Bessey were united in til 1 o’olook p.m.
marriage at the home of the bride’s
I The afternoon session was given np
parents, ^Vednesday evening, by Rev,
to the reports of various committees,
F. 8. Clark. There were present only
the address of Grand Chief Ranger
the immediate relatives of the con
A. B. Reny of Waterville, and tlie
tracting parties.
eleotiou of officers.
Mr. Rony’s address was a* review of
the year’s work of the order. This
HEAVY DEBTS; NO 'ASSETS.
showed that the order was in a fionrBoston, May 13.—Edward M. Tucke,. ishing ooudltioD, not only in respect
an insurance agent of liowell, has filed to iuoreaso in membership, but also
a petition tn bankruptcy, stating that
an increase of fnnda. The address was
ha owes $186,708 and hus no assets
a
very atirring one and Mr. Reny was
whatever. Three creditors, whose ag
gregate claims amount to $128,418, kold given hearty applanse when he had
finished.
securities valyed at 171,418.

Following the address of Grand
Chief Ranger Reny the eleotion of
officers was held and resnltea as fol
lows: Grand Chief Ranger, J. P.
Graham, Westbrook; grand snb ohief
ranger, J. J. Conghliu, Lewiston;
grand treasnrer, ^ J. T. McCarthy,
Portland,; grand finauoial secretary.
J. E. Cnnningham, Gardiner; grand
recording secretary, John OniUe(;,
Westbrook; erand senior woodward,
Max Fournier, Anbnrn; srand junior
woodward, Louis Bove, Portland;
grand senior beadle, J. J. Murphy,Augusta; grand junior beadle, F. E.
Heath, Gardiner; trustees, first,
James Dohrity, Bangor; second trus
tee, J. J. White, Augusta; third trus
tee, J. H. Mallaney, Bath; represen
tative to the supreme lodge) A. B.
Reny, Waterville, and P. D. Welch of
Westbrook.
These officers were, upon their elec
tion, duly installed by Deputy Past
Grand Supreme Chief Ranger W. H.
O’Brien of Gardiner, assisted by
George E. McMnnn of Bangor.
J^ter the eleotion and installation
of officers other matters pertindnt to
the order were taken np and discussed
and the meeting finally adjourned at
7.00 o’olook.
In the evening a dance was given in
the Elks hall to the visiting delegates
and there was a large crowd present.
The evening was a very enjoyable one
and proved a fitting close to a most
snooessful meeting.
HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING.
The Waterville Social Union Elects
Officers For Ensuing Year
and
Transacts Other Business.

The Waterville Social Uuion held
its annual meeting Wednesday evening
and elected officers and listened to
reports from the secretary and treas
nrer and various committees. Therewas a good attendance and much in
terest was manifested. The following
were the oflioerB elected:
President, Dennis E. Bowman; vicepresidents,
Charles F. Johnson,
Horace Pnrinton, Fred W. Clair,
Edward L. Marsh, Herbert C. Libby;
treasnrer, Jesse Stinson; olerk, Frank
J. Small; auditor, H. D. Bates; trus
tee, Arthur J. Roberts; chairman of
finance committee, J. F. Hill; chair
man of building committee, Edgar L.
Jones; chairman of governing commit
tee, George B. Nicholson; chairman
of entertainment committee, Herbert
W. Jones.
The reports of the officers for the
Iiast year showed an encouraging
growth and some realization of the
objects for which the Union was
formed.
The treasurer’s
report
showed that there was a little over
$300 on hand at the present time.
President Bowman on assuming his
office for another year made a short
address upon the work the Union
should do the coming year and iiis
suggestions and other plans and pro
jects for the organization were dis
cussed by those present but no definite
action of a public nature was taken.
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A Family Friend for
Thirty Years
Dear Sirs:—
,
Wc have used “L. F.” Medicine for
the last thirty years and always keep
it in the house. Could not do without
it. It’s the best spring medicine I can
find.
H.-H. FARNHAM,
8i2 Water St., Gardiner, Me.
Feb. 23, 1964.
The True “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters
cure dyspepsia and headaches; prevent
colds. A family friend you can depend
upon.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat*|i
|ent business conducted for Moderate Fees.
lOUROFPicctsOpposite U, s. patentOfpicc
'and we can secure patent in less time than those
Ircmote from Tyashiegtes.
Send modeif drawing or photo., with descHp*tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free of
jeharge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. J
» A Pamphli;t, “
to Obtain Patents,” with'
'cost of same in the U. S. hnd foreign countries!
|sent free. Add.e^,

C-A.Si^©W<&,CO.
p. Patent

V.^ahh noton. d. C.

orms?

]

Many t ltildren are troubled with worms,
Anil treated for Boiuetliing else. A few doses of

Dr. True’s Elixir

will expel womisif theyexist, andprovea valu
able tonicif there are no wonns. SSoal'iruKgiata.
1>K- J. F. TRUE A €0., Auburn, Me.

will start an honest

man or
One
DollariChristian
woman In a lilah
class bnsiness in wbicli from $15 to $50 ])er

week can bo earned, i)0SBlbl7 more, depending
on ability and Industry, in borne communitv.
Splendeff
" ■ ■- 1 c-----chancy for
------promotion.
---Before sendIng the DOLLAR sendd reference
■
and sell ad
dressed stamped envelope for fidl particulars to
Hon. RQiJtERT E. DOAN, Former Member of
Congress, Colorado Building, Washington,
D. C.
4J tf

s

Monumental Work
SMALLEY & WHITE.

Marble and Granite Workers.

In Kffect April 29, 1905,^
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Waterville station.
GOING EAST.
1.40a. m.^ilally for Bangor,and Bar Harbor;.
week (lays for Bucksport, Ellsworth, Old Town,.
Vanceboro Aroostook county, Washington
county, St John, St. Stepbon and Halifax. DoeSnot run beyond Bangor, except to Bar Harbor,
on Sundays,
6.60 a. m. fur Skowhegan, (mixed.)
7.16 a----m.■ " Mixed
Dexter, Doyer
rHa fer'■Hartlafid,
■■
and Foxoroft, Aloosebead Lake, Bangor and.,
local stations.
9.60 a. m. for Fairfield and Skowhegan.
9.62 a. ni. for Belfast, Bangor ami Bucksport.
9.65 a. m. Sundays only for Skowhegan.
10.00 a. m. Sundays only for Bangor.
1.20 p. m. for Foxcroft, Bangor and way sta
viviur.
uttvi; Houlton, Caribou,
tions, A.Patten,
Caribou, Presque Isle
Islevia B. A A Mattawamkeag, Vanceboro, SL
Stepbon, (Calais,s,) Houlton, Woodstock, St. John
and Halifax.
8.08 p.m. lor Bangor, Bneksport, Bar HarborOld Town. Daily
Bangor.
Illy to JJango
4.15 p. m. for Belfast, Dover, Foxcroft, Moose1
La’
.
head Lake, Bangor, Old Town, and...
Mattawamkcag.
4.16 p. m. for Fairfield and Skowhegan.
8.16 p. m. for Skowhegan.
GOING WEST.
-2.00 a.m. dally except Monday forPortlanca
and Boston.
6,60 a. m, for Oakland, Wlntbrop, Lewiston
and Portland.
0.05 a. ni. for Bath, Rockland, Fortlond, Bos
ton, White Mountains, Montreal, Quebec and
Chicago.
^
8.25 a. m. for Oakland nndJJlnghalta.
9.15 a. m. for Oakland, Bingham, Farmington,.
Phillips, Rangley, Moclianic Falls, Rumforti
Falls, Bcmls, Lewiston, Dunvillo Junction and
Portland and Boston.
9.15 a. in. dally for Augusta, Lewiston, Portland and Boston, with parlor car for Boston, con
necting at Portland for North Conway, Fabyans,
Gorham, N. H. Berlin Falls, Lancaster, Groveton, North Stratford, Island Pond, Colebruok
and Bcocnor Falls. 9.50 a. m. Sundays only, for Portland and
Boston.
2,20 p.m. for Oakland.
2. 30 I). 111. for Oakland, Lewiston, Mecbanl
"-"
8, Pr------. .Lewiston.
Falls,
Portland and....
Boston via
2.30 p. m. lor Portland and way stations via
Augusta.
8.13 p. m. for Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Rock
land, Portland and Boston, with parlor car for
Boston, Cunnecilng at Portland for Cornish,
Bridgeton, Norih Conway and Bartlett.
4-16 p. m. for Oakland and Somerset R. R,
(i 36 ji. m. for Augusta and .no. Gardiner.
9.65 p. in. foi Lewiston, Bath, Portland, and
Boston, via Augusta, with Pullman sleeping (mr
dally fur Boston, Including Sundays.
------------------for Fall
"all'flelU»
".........
Dully
excursions
lU cents; Oak
land 30 ccDts: Skowhegan, $1 00 round trip.
GEO. F. EVANS, Vice Fros. & Gen. ManagerF. E. IJoothby, Fonland, Me*, Gen*l Passenger
& Ticket Agent.

Eastern Steamship Co.
KENNEBEC DIVISION.
RESUMPTION OF SERVICE.
Commencing Satunlay, Aj>rll 16th, 1905, steam
er loaves Bath Tuesdays, ThuredBys and Satur
days at 6 p.m. for Boston.
,
RETURNING.
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, Mondays, Wednesdaysjaud Fridays at (i p. m. for iail landings
on tho Keqnebcc River, arriving at Bath in sea
son to take early momliig steam and electric
cars for Brunswick, Lisbon Falls and Lewiston
a-.d for all polnis on the Knox-Llucoln Division
of the Maine Central R. R.; also with i-tuamerB
of tho Booth hay Division for Boothhay'and Inter
mediate landings.
G. C. GREEN LEAF, Agent, Bath, Me

PORTLAND DIVISION.

Portland to Boston $1.00
Staterooms $1.00
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,,
and India Wharf, Boston, dally, o.xoopt Sunday,,
at 7 p. m.
Also Cen. Sq , So Brwick,
J. F. LISCOMB, Agent.
Port!' nd, Mo.
and Cen. Ave., Dover N. H,
All cargo via the steamers of this Company Is
.»,
Insured against Uro and marluo risk, except live
stock.
WATEKTILLB LODGE NO.S, A. O. D. W
A. H. HANSCO.M, G. P. & T. ACALVIN AUSTIN, V. P. & Geii’l Manager,
Kegnlar Meeting at. A. O.U. W Hail
Boston, Alass.

I 42 MainlSt,
WATERVILLE
MAINE.

Arnold Block.

Second and Fonrth Tnesdays ot each Month
at 7.30 P. M.

with a $10.00
Soap Order

WATERVILLE SAYINGS BANK
1*0. irB|4IAlN ST. waterville
Knautf, J. W. Bassett, Geo. K.
Bouteile, Dana P, Foster. Howard C. Morse, John
A. Vigne, Charles E. Duren.
Trustees—0.

Send for big premium catalogue.
HOME SUPPLY CO., 17 Oas St., Augusta, Me
Deposits of one dollar and upwards, not exceed
Ing two tbonsaiid dollars inI all, received and pul
on Interest August, November, February and
May first.
A MARVELOUS ESCAPE.
No tax to be paid on deposits by depositors.
Dividends made in May and November and il
not withdrawn arn added to deposits and Interest
Is thus compounded twice a year.
Small Child Falls About Thirty Feet Office
- - in
• Savings
~
Bank
^ • bu"”
building; Bank open
daily f.rom 9 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.. and 1.30 to 3.3
and is Uninjured.
p.m. '
The annual mooting of the Corporators and
0. Knauff, President
Members of tho Waterville Savings B'uk, will
E.
K.
D
rujuhond
,
Ir.
The ten months old child of Mr.
ho held at tho rooms of tho new Bans, In
Waterville, on Tuesday, the Kith day of May,
and Mrs. William Bolduc, took a fall
1906, at two o’clock In tho n ftcriioon to act upon
tho
nrtl lea to wit.
Thursday afternoon that in nine cases KENNEBEC-COUNTY. In I'robaie Court, 1. following
To see it tho corporation will make any
at Augusta, on the fourth Monday pf Apiil,
changes
In
Its
By-Laws, tf so, wh*!.
out of ten would have resulted fatally, 1905.
2. To fill any vacancies that may c.vlBt' In
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be tbo
but in this particular instance the last
will and testament of A. J. Bates, late tho momborship.
.a. To ciiooso a Board of Trustees,
only eSeot of the fall was a slight of Oakland In said County, deceased, baring 4.
To choose a board of Advl-ors.
been presented for probate;
,
Boratoh over the babv’s eye.
5.
To traiiBiwi any other business that may
ORUEREi), That notice thereof be given three
be desired lor the luterests of the Bank.
weeks
successively
imlortothe
fourth
Monday
The Boldno family lives in the np of May, next., in the Waterville Mall, a
K. R. DRUMMOND, Clerk.
61-2wk8
stairs tenement back of the Exchange newspaper printed in o atcrvllle, that all per Wat -rvlllo. May, 3, 1905.
sons Interested may attend at a Court ot Pro.
hotel. There is a piazza in front and bate then Li bo boldcn at Aueusta, and show
if any, why tlio said Instrument should
the mother was out there sitting down cause,
not bu provud, approved and allowed ns tbo last
The suhscrlhor hcrohy gives notice that ho
and had just placed the baby on the will ni (1 testament of tlio said deceased.
has boon duly appointed
Administrator
li.T. STEVENS,.Judge.
floor to get up to speak to her other Attest: W. A.NEWCOMB, Register. .51-3w ou tho estate of Calvin W. Taylor
late
of
Winslow
In
tho
county
of
Ifenneuoo,
two children wlio were playing on the
doceased, and given bonds as tho law directs.
ground below, and while leaning over l< KN.N’EllEC COU.STV. In Probate Court, All iiersuns having demands against the estate
said (lercased are desired to presenvtho samo
held St AuKUsln, on tbo fouitb Monday of of
the railing tlie baby crept to the April,
for seltleinont, and alt Indebted tWpreto are
19 6.
-•dlatifly. .roiiuestcd
to make payment ImmedlaWly.
stairs and fell head toreiuost down,
Martin Blalsdoll, Administrator, with the will
EDWARD
nOO''ER
on lie estate of Elijah Mltehuil, late
A
prll
lo,
190,5.
Uwks
but instead ot falling i6 the foot of annO.xod,
of w atcrvllle, in said County, deceased, b-vlug
Ills U stscco'iitut udmlulsiraiion of
the stairs, the baby went out over the S'picsonted
Id estate for allowance;
side and fell onto the roof of a shed ouDEUEii, Tlmt iioUco thereof 1)0 i-lvoii tlireo
weeks HUccoBslvcly, prior to ti‘0 foi.rtn .Vonday
and from there to the ground. ^ Tlio ot May next. In the Water vlllo ,Mall, a I'ows- The siihsorlher hereby gives notice that he
........been
.. _ duly
__ appolntcil
..
ndinlnlstrator
on tho
;
11 tor pilnteilln Waterville, tlmt all jieivuiis has
distance from the piazza to the ground inlercsic
of J.lzzlo
lute of Belgrade
“.Izzl D.
■' Mills
'■
may attend at u ProUato Court then estate
In the County of ICennohcc, doconsod, and given
is about 30 feet and how the cliild - __
-ttgu
hoiu*» as tho law directs. All persons having
wily tiiu sanio should not be allowed.
doinuiuls against tho estate of said deceased aro
escaped death is a wonder.
U T. STEVENS, .Judge.
dostrod
to present the samo fur settlonient, and
The mother rushed to the child ex Attest; W. A.NEWCOMB, Poglster. 61-3w all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Innnudlatoly.
pecting to And it dead, bat on taking
WILLIAM C. MILLS
April 10, 1905.
Swks
it np she fonud that it was alive and HIS SONS PROBABLY DROWNED.

NOTICE.

ATERVILESA VINGS BANK
Annual Meeting.

Administrator’s Notice.

Administrator’s Notice.

crying lustily. A doctor w’as sum
moned and reported that the child
had broken no bones and aside from
being lame for a short time would
come out all right. Tlie child was
very well today.

Mr. Fred Sawyer, a oaudy maker
employed by E. M, Abbott of this
oity, received a telpelione message late
Wednesday evening from Portland
stating tbac bis two sous, Fanl and
Robert, aged respectively 16 and 21
years and living at Falmonth Foreside
had been missing sinoe Tuesday after
noon and that they wore probably
drowned. Mr. Sawyer took the first
For Infants and Children.
train lie oonld get for Portland. It
appears from the despatches that the
two Sawyor boys and one by tbo name
Bears the
of Stubbs from Falmouth Foreside,
Signature of
went out on the bay Tuesday after
noon in a gunning float and were
O.A.SVOX&X.^.
Bwttf the
Iti8 Kind Yon Have Always Bouglil probably drowned, as they wof^ last
seen at 3.30 p.m. Tuesday and the
Bignstim
of
overturned float was found drifting
about Wednesday. Several boats have
sinoe been oat searohing for the boys
yfThe
Kind
You
Have
Always
Botslit
Bears tilt
and all the islands in the bav have
Slgoatuie
been searched but no traoe has yet
of
been
found of the missing party and
dOt. IB V O Xt. X .A..
The Kind You Hava Always BflinW it is believed that they were caught
in the heavy blow of Tuesday after
noon and drowned.

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have Always Bought

I

■

■■

tl-vi.l .t II '—ijiS_. --.'t

iiTATE Of^ riAlNE.
Kenneubo, ss.

MUNICIPAI. COURT OF WATERVILLE
At a term ot said Municipal Court of Water■
IK."........................
vlllo, . ho con bsfo’o
Frank
K. Shaw, Esq., Judge
of said Court, at. sa d. Watorvlllo, .------.
lu and
Couiitv of Kennobec, ou tho first Monday of
May A. D. 1906
Merrill, Runnels & Mayo Co. vs. W. J. MoManotiion and C. H. Nolsun, Trustee,
III a plot of the case as appears by tho writ In
this action. And now. It appoarlng to cald
iludge that this action wascominuuuod by attaohmout of tho Defendant’s property and at tho
time of ssld attachment and ot tho sorvloe of
this writ, said VV. J. McMaiirmon was not an
insab’tant ot this State, and had no tenant,
Bgunt or attorney within tho Statu, and that no
ncrsutial servlue has been niadu upon e -Ul W- J.
McManomon
'
IT IS ORDERED; That iiollco bo given t()
said W. J. MuMaiiomou to aiipuar at a tuim of
said Muutc.lpal Court lo ho lioldeii before said
Frank K. Sliaw. .ludgo, at tho miiiilolpal court
room lu Walorvllle, In sgld county, on iho first
Monday of Juno A, D. 1906, at nine o’clock In tho
furenouii, to i how cause (If any ho baa) why
Judgment should nu' ho rorderuo agaliist b<ni
in said actloc, and that said nuticu hi gPen by
publishing an attested copy of this oK’or In the
Watorvlllo Weokly Mall, a n wspaper published
111 said Couuty of Konuolico, two wceka successIvoly, the last puhltoatlon to ha seven days at
least before the said first Monday of June A. D.
1905.
Witness: FRANK K. SHAW, Judge of said
........................
fin'first■ day of
Court, at Watcrvlllo,
aforosald, this
May In tho year ot our Lord one tbotiaand nlnu
hundred and five.
^

FRANK K. SHAW, Judge.
Atteat; FRANK K. SHAW, Judge.

A true copy ot said order,

’ .. , ;-t .. 4
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air
; aierer nohin a» late ae'T,' wnion was her carry ahyof them awoy.
“And who was this person?”
barely fifteen minutes prerioua to the
"Miss’ Tuttle.”
hour Mrs. Jeffrey’s watch was stopped
When the murmur which had hailed
by her fall In the old house on Waverthis startling turn In the inquiry had
Phil Tallman
subsided the coroner drew a deep
breath and, with an uneasy glance at
the jurj’, who, to a man, seemed to
...By...
wish themselves well out' of this job,
ANNA KATHARINE GREEN.
he dismissed the cook and summoned
AvOior of “The MygUrv of Agatha WM),"
a fresh witness.
—
“Lo§t Man'i Lane," Ete.
Her name made the people stare.
"Miss Nixon.”
Miss Nixon! That was a name well
Copyright, 1903, by the Bobhe-Merrlll Oo.
known In Washington; almost as well
known as lhat of Uncle David or even
of Mr. Tallman. What could this
CHAPTER XIV.
Qualnt and characteristic little body
DO not know \thy the coroner had
nave to do with this case of doubtful
so long delayed to call this witness.
suicide? A word will explain. She
What he said was In the way of
was the person who on the day before
confirming the last witness’ testihad made that loud exclamation whenIniony as to his having been at the
lAtoore house on Tuesday evening. Mr. ley avenue.. As the distance between the box containing the ribbon and the
iMoore, who was very particular as to the-two places could not bo compassed pistol had been disclosed to the jury.
As her fussy little figure came for
elates and days, admitted that the light In that time, Mr. Jef^ey’s alibi could
ward some nudged and some laughed,
which he had seen In a certain window be regarded as established.
When we were all rising, glad of an possibly because her bonnet was not
of his anceotral home on the evening
when he summoned the police was but adjournment which restored free of this year’s style, possibly because
^ ithe repetition of one he had detected movement and an opon-Jnterchange of her manner was peculiar and as full
' 'there the evening before. It was this speech, a sudden check In the general of oddities as her attire. But they did
repetition which aianhed him and rush called our attention back to Mr. not laugh long, for the little lady’s look
caused him to break thi-ough all his Jeffrey, lie was standing facing Miss was appealing. If not distressed. The
usual habits and leave his home at Tuttle, who had fainted away, sitting fact that she was generally known to
possess one of the largest bank ac
upright in her chair.
inight to notify the police.
counts In the District made any mark
The coroner asked him if he had seen
ed show of disrespect toward her a
Mr. Jeffrey go in on the night in ques
CHAPTER XV.
matter of poor judgment, if not of
tion; If he had ever seen any one gb in
r. JEFFREY’S examination
questionable taste.
there since the wedding, or even If he
and Its triumphant conclu
The box In the coroner’s hand pre
'had seen any one loitering about the
sion created a great furore In
pared us for what was before us. As
jSteps or sneaking Into the rear yard.
town. What might be ex he opened it and disclosed again the
iBut the answer was always no; these
pected next? Something equallydainty
bold white bow which, as I have be
same uocs growing more and more em and reijrehenslble, of course, but
phatic, and the gentleman more and what? It was a question which at the fore said, was of rather a fantastlor
more impenetrable and dignilied as the next sitting completely fillQd the In
The Srocer
examination went on. In fact, he was quest room.
4 ns unassailable a witness as I have
To my great surprise Mr. Jeffrey was
•ever heard testify before any Jury. recalled to the stand.
Beyond the fact already mentioned of
Miss Tuttle sat In a less conspicuous
his having observed a light in the oppo position than on the previous day, and
site house on the two evenings In ques Mr. Moore, her uncle, was not there at
tion he admitted nothing. His life In all.
the little cottage was so engrossing, he
The testimony called for revived an
'had hls^orgau, his dog, why should he old point which seemingly had not
idok out of the window? Had it not been settled to the coroner’s satlsfac^
been for his usual habit of letting his tlon.
■dog run the pavements for a quarter of
Had Mr. Jeffrey placed the small
ian hour before finally locking up for stand holding the candelabrum on the
the night he would not have seen as spot where It had been found? No.
make, the whole roomful of eager spec
imuch as he did.
Had he carried Into the house at the
"Have you any stated hour for dor time of his acknowledged visit the can tators craned forward and Were star
tled enough when he asked:
Ing this?’’ the coroner now asked.
dles which had been afteiw'ard discov
“Did you ever see a bow like this be
"Yes; half past 9."
ered there? No. He had had time fore?”
I "And was this the hour when you
to think since his hesitating and nnHer answer came in the faintest of
Isaw that light?”
satlsfactory replies of the day before, tones.
“Yes; both times.”
and he was now In a positlon to say
“Yes; I have one like It, very like It,
As he had appeared at the station
that, while he distinctly remembered so like it that yesterday I could not
house at a few minutes before 10, he
buying candles on his way to the Moore suppress an exclamation on seeing this
was probably correct In this statement.
house, he had not found them In his one.”
He wound up with such a distinct
pocket on getting there and bad been
“Where did you get the one you
lepetltlon of his former emphatic as obliged to make use of the matches he
have? Who fashioned It, I mean, or
sertion as to the presence of light in
always carried on his person In order tied it for you. If that is what I ought
the old house on Tuesday as well as
to find his way to the upstairs room to say?”
■Wednesday evening that Mr. Jeffrey’s
where he felt positive he vwould find a
"It was tied for me by—Miss Tuttle.
f testimony in this regard received a de
She is a friend of mine, or was, and
cided confirmation. I looked to see candle.
This gave the coroner an opportunity a very good one, and one day. while
some open recognition of this, when
watching me struggling with a piece
jsuddenly and with a persistence un to ask:
"And why did you expect to find a of ribbon which I wanted made into a
derstood only by the police the coro
bow she took It from my hand and
ner recalled Mr. Jeffrey and asked him candle there?”
The answer astonished me and, I tied a knot for which I was very much
what proof he had to offer that his
obliged to her. It was very pretty.”
visit of Tuesday had not been repeated have no doubt, many others;
“It was the room in which my wife
“And-llke this?”
Ithe next night and that he was not in
“Almost exactly, sir.”
the building when that fatal trigger had dressed for the ceremony. It had
not been disturbed since that time.
“Have you that knot with you?”
was pulled.
She had.
At this leading question a lawyer My wife had little ways of her own.
“Will you show It jio the jury?”
sitting near me edged himself forward One was to complete her toilet by
as If he hoped for some sign from Mr. using a curling iron on a little lock she- Heaving a sigh which she had much
Jeffrey which would warrant him In wore over her temple. When at home, better have suppressed, she opened a
Interfering. But Mr. Jeffrey gave no she heated this curling iron,In the gas little bag she carried at her side and
such sign. I doubt If he even noticed jet; but, there being no gas In the Moore took out a pink satin bow. It had
■ this man’s proximity, -though he knew house, I naturally concluded that shp been tied by a de*!! hand, and more
him well and had often employed him had made use of a candle, as the curl than one pair of eyes fell significantly
at sight of It.
as his legal adviser In times gone by. had been noticeable under her veil.”
He had accounted Tinyine candle In
Amid a silence which was Intense
He was evidently exerting himself to
recall the name which so persistently the house. Could he acconut for the two or three other witnesses were
eluded his memory, putting his hand to one found in the tumbler or for the one called to prove that Miss Tuttle’s skill
his head and showing the utmost con lying crushed and battered on the in bow tying was exceptional and was
closet floor?
often made use of not only by mem
fusion.
He could not
bers of her household, but, as In Miss
I “I cannot give you one,” he finally
And now we all observed a change Nixon’s case, by outsiders, the special
stammered. "There la a man who
of direction In the Inquiry. Witnesses stjde shown In the one under consider
A call for Tallmon
were summoned to corroborate Mr. ation being the favorite.
Jpffrey’s statements—statements which
During all this I kept my eyes on Mr.
it seemed to be the coroneFs present Jeffrey. WTien finally several persons
wish to establlsli. First came the gro of both sexes were brought forward to
cer who had sold Mr. Jeffrey the can prove that his attentions to Miss Tut
dles. He acknowledged, much to Jin tle had onco been sufficiently marked
ny’s discomfort, that an hour after Mr. for an announcement of their engage
Jeffrey had left the store he had found ment to be dally looked for, he let his
on the counter the package which that head fall forward on his breast as If
gentleman had forgotten to take. Poor the creeping horror which had seized
Jinny had not stayed long enough to him was too much for his brain If not
hear hls-story out. The grocer finished for his heart. The final blow was
his testimony by saying that immedi struck when the man whom I had my
ately upon his discovery ho had sent self seen In Alexandria testified to the
tue candles to Mr. Jeffrey’s house.
contretemps which had occurred in At
This the coroner caused to be em lantic City, an additional point being
could tell if only I could remember his phasized to such an extent that we given to It by the repetition of some
flame.” Suddenly, with a loud cry were all convinced of its importance. old conversation, raked up for the pur
Which escaped him involuntarily, ho But as yet his purpose was not evident pose, by whlcli an effort was made to
gave a gurgling laugh, and we heard save to those who were more In his prove that Miss Tuttle found It hard
name “Tallman!” leap from his confidence than myself.
to forgive Injuries even from those
[he
Ips.
The other witnesses were men from nearest and dearest to her. TJils sub
’The uTtness had at last remembered i Rancher’s, who had acted ns waiters ject might have been prolonged, but
Whom he had met at the cemetery at the time of the marriage. One of some of the jury objected, and thodlme
pate at the hour or near the hour his them testified that Immediately on being now ripe for the great event of
wife lay dying in the lower part of Miss Moore’s arrival he had been sent the day the name of the lady herself
the city.
for a candle and a box of matches. was called.
'The effect was electrical. One of the The other, tlmt ho had carried up to
After so significant a preamble the
Spectators—some country boor, no her room a large candelabrum from the mere Utterance of Miss Tuttle’s name
doubt—so far forgot himself ns to cry drawing room mantel. A pair of curl had almost the force of an accusation,
out loud enough for all to hear;
ing tongs bikeii from the dressing table but the dignity ■ with which she rose
"Tallman!' Let us have Tallman!”
6£ this room was next produced, to calmed all minds and subdued every
Of course he met with an Instant ro- gether wlUi other articles of toilet use expression of feeling. She faltered
fcuke, but I did not wait to hear it or which had been allowed to remain only when by chance she glanced at
to see order restored, for a glance from there uncared for, though they were of the shrinking figure of Francis Jeffrey.
|the coroner had already sent me to the
Her name, which she uttered ■with
solid sliver and of beautiful design.
|door In search of this new witness.
The next witness was a men^ber of out emphasis and yet In a way to
. My destination was the Cosmos club, Mr. Jeffrey’s own household. I Chloo arouse attention, sank into all hearts
tor Phil Tallman- and his habits and was her name, and her good black face with more or less disturbance.
Daunts were as well known in Wash- worked dolefully as she admitted that
“Alice Cora Tiittlol” How In days
Mieton as the figure of Libert.v on the the package of caddies which the gro gone by, and not so long gone by ei
bummit of the capitol dome. When I cer boy had left on the kitchen table ther, those three words had aroused
Saw him I did not wonder. Never have
the enthusiasm of many a gallant man
I'seen a more umsahie loolling man or With the rest of the groceries on the and Inspired the toast at many a gal
one with a more abseutmiiuled expres morning of that dreadful day when lant feast! They had their charm yet
sion. To my query as to whether he "missus” killed herself was not to bo If the heightened color Observable ou
had ever mot Mr. Jeffrey at or near found when she came to put the things many a cheek there was a true Index
the entrance of Bock Creek cemetery away. She hud looked and looked for to the quickening heart below,
■he replied with an amazed look and it, but It was not there..
“How are you connected with the
Ue quick response:
Further iniiulry brought out the fact deceased Mrs. Jeffrey?”
"Of course I did. It was the very that but one other member of the
“I am the ghild of her mother by a
night that his wile— But what’s up? household was In the kitchen when former husband. Wo were half sis
these groceries were delivered and that ters.”
lYou look excited for a detective.”
, "Octae to the morgue and see. This this person gave a groat start when
No bitterness in this statement, only
/testimony of youts will prove invalua- the boy shouted out, “The candles there an infinite sadness. The coroner con
were bought by Mr. Jeffrey!” and hur tinued to question her. He asked for
ible to Mr. Jeffrey.”
The result was an absolute proof ried over to the table and handled the on account of her childhood and forced
that Mr. Jeffrey bad been near 6ol- packages, although Chloe did not see her to lay ban tllD nature of her rela
»tint»*»lllin*<*****»*
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tions 'Mtli her sister.” But little was,
gained by this, for their relations seem
ed to have been of a sympathetic char
acter up to the time of _ Veronfea’s re
turn from school, whdn they Changed
somewhat, but how or ■why Miss Tut
tle ■was naturally averse to sajdng.
Indeed she almost refused to do so,
and the coroner, feeling his point gain
ed more by this refusal than by any
admission she might have made, did
not press this subject, but passed on
to what Interested us more—the vari
ous unexplained actions on her part
which pointed to'ward crime.
Uls first inquiry was in reference to
the conversation held between her and
Mr. Jeffrey at the time he visited her
room. We had listened to his account
of It, and now we wished j:o hear hers.
But the cue which had been given her
by this very account had been Invalua
ble to her, and her testimony naturally
colncldeil with his. W'e found our
selves not an inch advanced. They
had talked of her sister’s follies, and
she hud advised patience, and that was
all she could say on the subject—all
she would say, as we presently saw.
The coroner Introduced a fresh topic.
"What can you tell us about the in
terview you had with your sister prior
to her going out on the night of her
death?”
"Very little except that It differed en
tirely from what Is generally supposed.
She did not come to my room for con
versation, but simply -to tell me that
she had an engagement. She was In
an excited mood, but said nothing to
alarm me. She even laughed when she
left me, perhaps to put me off my
guard, perhaps because she was no
longer responsible.”
"Did she know that Mr. Jeffrey had
visited you earlier in the day? Did she
make any allusion to It, I mean?”
“None at all. She shrugged her shoul
ders when I asked If she was well and
anticipated all further questions by
running from the room. She was al
ways capricious In her ways and never
more so than at that moment Would
to God that It had been dlfferentl
Would to God that she had shown her
self to be a suffering woman! Then I
might have reached her heart and this
tragedy would have been averted.”
The coroner favored the witness with
a look of respect perhaps because his
next question must necessarily be
cruel.
“Is that all you have to say concern
ing this important visit, the last you
held with your sister before her
death?”
“No, sir; there Is something else—
something which I should like to relate
to this jury.' When she came Into my
room she held in her hand a white rib
bon—that is, she held the two ends of
a long satin ribbon which seemed to
come from her pocket Handing those
tu'o ends to me, she asked me to tie
them about her wrist '"'‘A knot under
and a bow on top,’ she said, ‘so that it
cannot slip off.’ As this was some
thing I had often been called on to do
for her, I showed no hesitation In com
plying wltli her request Indeed I felt
none. I thought 'll; was her fan or her
bouquet she held concealed In the
folds of her dress, but it proved to be—
gentlemen, you know what I pray
that you will not oblige me to mention
it”
It was such a stroke as no lawyer
would have advised her to fnake. I
heard afterward that she had refused
the offices of a dozen lawyers who had
proffered her their services. But ut
tered ns It was with a noble air and a
certain dignified serenity. It had a great
effect upon those about her and turned
in a moment the wavering Hde of favor
in her direction.
1
'The Coroner, who doubtless was per
fectly acquainted with the explanation
with which she had provided herself,
but who perhaps did not look for It to
antedate his attack, bowed in quiet ac
knowledgment of her request and then
immediately proceeded to ignore it
“I should be glad to,aparo you,” he
said, “but I do not find it possible.
You knew that Mr. Jeffrey had a pis
tol?”
“I did.”
“That it was kept in their apart
ment?”
"Yes.”
-‘Tn the Ir^oer drawer of a certain
bureau?”
"Yes.” * ' ,
^
“Now, Miss Tuttle, will you tell us
why you went to that drawer—if you
did go to thfit drawer-Immediately
after Mrs. Jeffrey left the house?"
She had probably felt this question
coming,' not only since the coroner
Chios

Itegan to speak, but over since the evi-,
flcnce elicited from iiorotta proved that
her visit td this drawer hud been se
cretly observed- Yet she had no an
swer ready.
“I did not go for the pistoi,” she
finally declared. But she did not say
what she had gone for and the'coroner
did not press lier.
“You hud another errand in that
room T
She let her head droop Just a trifle.
“Alas!” she murmured.
,!
"You went to the bookshelves and
took out a Imok with a peculiar cover,
a cover which Mr. Jeffrej’ has already
recpgnj?eiL .U&._tbat
the book ■ in

which he found a certain note.*'
“You have said It,” she faltered.
"Did you take such a book out?”
"I did.”
"For what purpose. Miss Tuttle?”
She had meant to answer quickly,
but some consideration made her hesi
tate and the words were long in com
ing. When she did speak it was to
say:
“My sister asked another favor of mo
after I had tied the ribbon. Pausing
In her passage to the door, she Inform-

^\J SAVED MY LIFE’^
misE FOB I FtNoin KEmcmE:
Mr«. VfilladMii Telit How She Tried Lytf^
E. PInkhaei'a Vefletable Compoeed JMtl
le Thee.'
Mrs. T. 0. WilladMU, of Hanninif,
Iowa, writes to Mrs. Plnkham:
Bear MrslIPiakhsm,
“ I esh truly ssy that you hsvs wved my
life, and I osnnot express my gratitude W
you in words.

Mias Nixon

“ Before I wrote to you, teiling yon how I
felt I bad dootored
o'ver two years steady
and spent k>te of nxmey on n^dnee b^dee^ ■
ed me in a tone quite In keeping with but it all failed to kelp mo. My monthly pe
her whole manner, that she had left a riods had ceased and I suffered nmob paJn,
fainting spells, beadaohe, baokaohe ana .
note for her husband in the book they with
bearhig-down pains, and I was so wesifc I *
were reading together. Her reason for could hardly keep eurouDd. As a last rsaon
doing this, she said, was the very 1 decided to write you and try Lydia B. Pinknatural one of wishing him to come ham's Vegetable Oampouno, and 1 am so
^nkfid mt I did, for after following yoim
upon It by chance, but as she had lostruotlons, which you sent me free i
placed it In, the front of thd book, in obarge, my monthly periods started; I am ,
stead of in the back where they were regular and In perfect health. Had It not
for you I would bo in my gravo toKlay.
reading, she was, ofraid that ho would been
..................
may lead
" I sinceroly
trust thatthuYoster
th
fall to find It. Would I bo so good as every suffering woman in the oountsy to
to take it out for her and Insert It write you for help as 1 did.”
again somewhere near the end? She
When women ore troubled with Ir
was In a hurry or she would return regular or painful menstruation, weak
and do it herself. As she and Mr. ness, leuoorrhcaa, dlsplaoement or nlJeffrey 'had parted in anger, I hailed oerstion of the womb, that bearingwith joy this evidence of her desire down feeling, inflammation of the ova
ries, kaokache, flatulence, general de
for a reconciliation, and It was in bility, indigestion and nervous prostra
obedience to her request, the singular tion, they should remember there ia
ity of which did not strike mo as OM tried and true remedy. Lydia E,
forcibly then as now, that I went to Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound’ at ones
the shelves in her room and took do'wn removes suoh troubles.
No other female medicine in the world
the book.”
ilAnd did you find the note where has received such widespread and un
qualified endorsement, ^fuse all sub
she said?”
stitutes.
"Yes, and put It In toward the end
Mrs. Pinkhsm invites all sick women
of the story.”
to write her for advice. She has guldedi
“Nothing more? Did yon read the thousands to health. Address, Lynn, i
note?”
“It was folded,” was Miss Tuttle’s
quiet answer.
head against the wall It
In terror^
“You did not remain before these of that shot. It came so suddenly and’
bookshelves long?” observed the cor was so frightful, so much more frlghtJ
oner.
ful than anything you can concelv
“You have a witness who knows
"Then you did enter the house?”
more about that than I do,” she sug
"i did.”
gested, and, doubtless aware of the
"And it was while you were limldc.
temerity of this reply, waited with un Instead of outside, that you heard the'
moved countenance, but with a visibly shot?"
■>'!
bounding breast, for what would
"I must admit that too. I was at
doubtless prove a fresh attack.
the library door.”
It was a violent one and of a char
"You acknowledge that?"
acter she was least fitted to meet Tak
"I do.”
1
ing up the box I have so often men
"But you did not enter the library?'
tioned, the coroner drew away the
“No, not then; not till I was taken
ribbon lying on top and dlsclos^ the back by theottlcer who told mo of myj
pistol. In a moment her bands were Blfiter’a death.”
‘
over her ears.
(To bo CoDtlnuod.
"■Why do you do that?” he asked.
“Did you think I was going to dis vrimpOBsiblo to foresee an accident.
Not impoisible to be prepared for it.
charge It?”
Dr. Thomas’ Ecieotrlo Oil-Mouaroh
She smiled pitifully as she let her over
pain.
hands fall again.
‘T have a dread of firearms,” she exMATCHING SHADES.
philned. “I always have had. Now
they are simply terrible to iim, and this N€>< to''*t^rcliAae
cVlXn t
and
the Goode^
one”—
r
but to Uodire Them.
"I understand,-*’ said the coroner, I Before trying to match the sample of
with a slight glance la the direction of
silk tlie clerk asked;
Durbin. They had evidently planned
“Is this a piece of soinetblug you
this test together on the strength of
want or something you doti’t want?”
an Idea suggested to Durbin by her for
"Something I jvaut, of course," remer action when the memory of this plto<l the customer, wltli asperity. “You
shot was, recalled to her.
don’t suppose, do you, that I would go
“Ypur horror seems to lie In the di
to all tills trouble for a thing I can’t
rection of the noise they make,” con
use/?"
tinued her Inexorable interlocutor.
"Some folk do," said the clerk. "I’ve
"One wwuld say" you had beard this
met a number of tliem. Tlie first wom
pistol dlscliarged.”
an I over saw with tliat kind of bee In
Instantly a complete breaking tip of
her bonnet hod a square Inch of blue 'N
her hitherto well maintained compo
silk tliat she wanted mo to. match. The
sure altered her whole aspect, and she
scrap of silk was bo small tliat It was
vehemently cried:
“I did, I did! I was on Wa'Verley hard to ranko comparisons, but after
luuillug down lialf the blue boltwon the
avenue that night, and I heard the shot
shelves nud running to the door several
which In all probability ended my sis
times to test tlie color In broad day
ter’s life. I walked farther than I in
light I found Uie exact shade.
tended.-. Lstrolled Into the street which
" ‘How many yards do you want,
had such bitter memories for us, and I
madam?’
I asked.
heard-no, I was not In search of my
“ ‘Oh,’ said tlie woman, ‘I don’t wimt
sister. I had not associated my sister’s
going out with any Intention of vlsltj any. Almost any other piece will do.
ing this house. I was merely troubled That particular shade Is very’ unbecom
ing. I just wanted to make sure that I
in mind and anxious and—and”—
"And so under a slmllurTnipulse you, don’t get It tliat’s all.’ ”
The eustomcr lauglved. "1Vhat did
ns well us Mr. Jeffrey, chose tills un
>
canny place to ramble in. To all ap- you say?” she asked.
"I’d rather not toll,” said tlie clerk.
pountnee that old hearth ncto<l much
more like a loadstone upon members "Anyhow, since then I have been cau
of your family than you were willing tions. Before matching a suniplo now I
Inquire ns politely (Is possible Into a
at one time to acknowledge.”
customer’s
Intentions. If It’s a case of
"You -say ‘ramble through.’ Do you
for a moment think tlwt I entered that ‘don’t want’ I don’t hurt myself match
ing tlie shadej’-New York Press.
old house?”
“Miss Tuttle,” was the grtive, almost
Hill Matrhea.
sad, reply, “did you not know that In
"You told me this horse had won half
some (iartli, dropped from a- flowerpot
a dozen niatclics against some of the
overturned at the time when a hundred
best horses In tlie country. He can’t
guests flew in terror from this house,
trot a mile In six uiinutcs to save him.”
there Is to be seen the mark of a foot
"It was In plowing matches that ho
step—a footstep wldch you are at lib
took tlie prizes, sir.”
erty to measure with your own?”
“Ah!” she murmured, her hands go
ing up to her face.
But In another moment she baddropped them and looked directly at
the coroner.
“I walked thece—1 never said that I
This is an important daily question. Let.
did not walk there—when I went later
to see my sister and In sight of u num ns answer it to-day. Try
ber of. detectives passed straight
through the halls and Into the library,”
"And that this footstep,” Inexorably
proceeded the coroner, “la not in a line
with the main thoroughfare extending America’s must popular dessert. Received
from the front to the back of the house, Highest Award, Gold Medal, World's Fair,
but turned Inward toward the wall, as' St. Louis, 1904. Everything in the jiaukage;
If she who made It hud stopped to loan add boUi^ water ami set to cool. Flavors i
Lemon, Orange, Raspberry, Strawberry,
her head against the i)artltiouV”
Ohooulate and Oborry. Order a package of
Miss Tuttle’s head drooped.
"If I went Into the house," she said, each flavor from your Mooer to-^y. lOo.
■When you moke Ice Cream use Jell-0 lOB
"It was not to enter that room. I had OBEAM Powder. All ingredients in the
too great g dread of It. _I£ I rested pay package. At all grocers. 2 pkgs. for 26o.

What Shall We
Have for Dessert ?
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A FINE CONCERT.
No serious damage was done fd tha
building from the fact that the room
Colby Musical Clubs Close Season With
where the fire occurred is fireproof.
a High-Class Entertainment at
Harry. Hodgman has left the employ
of the Oasoade Woolen Company, and
Opera House.left town Saturday for Camden,
The Colby Glee and Mandolin clubs
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace E. Radkliff of
where he will visit a few weeks,
GRANT-WHEELEft. '
gave a highly successful concert in the
Newport
spent
Bnnday
in
town
with
when he will go to Warren to work.
One of the prettiest home weddings Mr. Hodgman wfll bo greatly missed Mr. Rackllff’s mother, Mrs. Jane City Opera Honse, Thursday evening
before an audience that should have
-which has occurred in Oakland foy' by the young people in town, with Racklfff.
been much larger. The work of all
■3ome time took place Tuesday evening whom he is a general favorite.
A large number from here went out the participants was strictly high*t the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Lyto Oakland Monday evening to enjoy class ahd all who did not attend
Thomas
Keenan,
whq
has
been
em
eander Wheeler un Fairfield street,
the roller skating.
missed a musical treat.
■when tlieir daughter, Mae O., was ployed at the Oakland woolen mill for
Mr. Ralph Files, who has been un The chorus numbers were all ren
tome
time,
went
to
Madison
Thursday
united in marriage to Fred L. Grant
morning, having secured a better able to attend to his work at the store dered with a snap and dash that was
of Fairfield Center.
for several weeks past, has recovered very pleasing because it was just what
,
,
The house \yas prettily decorated position.
Tlie question of establisliing a so far as to be able to again take up the audience wanted. Every number
with evergreen, the ceremony taking
sewerage
system in town seems no his duties at the store.
on the program received an encore.
place beneatli an arcli, from which
At
a
meeting
held
Wednesday
at
nearer
a
solution
than
it
was
a
year
"I Can’t Do That Sum,” in which
was suspendefi a large, bell. Tliere
were present 126 guests when the ago. At tlie recent special town jthe Baptist ohnroh it was decided to the members of the club appeared on,
bridal party entered to the strains of meeting considerable time was taken place the order for the church organ the stage with slates and pencils, and
the wedding march, played by Mrs. up in discuBsing tliis problem but with the Waltham Ohnroh Organ Oo. which gave an opportunity for several
-Greenleaf of Farmington. The bride after iiearing estimates of tlie cost of Rev. and Mrs. John Hatch have just^ ajmusipg "roasts” on members of the
was exquisitely gowned in white coustruoting a sewer, it was finaily presented to the ohnroh a fine pulpit facnltj^and things in general made a
taffeta silk, witli white applique trim voted not advisable to have one at set and the organ will he bought to decided hit and was repeatedly en
match. ^ is expected that it will ar cored.
mings, and carried a bouquet of present.
^
The solos and duets by Messrs.
The high school exhibitio|> will rive by Week after next.
bride’s roses. I Mr. Oral Wlieeler, a
brother of the bride, attended the take place in Memorial Hall on Friday The Widow ’63 olub held tfieir last Dodge and Palmer called forth wellgroom. Mrs. Oral Wheeler was ,.tne evening. May 19th. The scholars have meeting of the year Tuesd&y evening merited appreciation, being rendered
matron of lionor, and Miss Edith put in lots of rehearsing and the with Miss Jennie Eaton on Main street. in an admirable manner by these sing
Field and Mr. Dean Wheeler served entertainment will doubtless do credit Refreshments were served during the ers. The selections by Mr. McComb,
as ushers. The ceremony, w,hioh was both to themselves and their instruc evening en buffet and at the close of the reader, showed marked ability as
the playing ice cream and cake were an impersonator, and received enthu
'the ring service, was impressively tors.
performed by Rev. J. B. Reardou of
Twenty-six members of the higii served. The first prize for the ladies siastic applause, his take-off of the
■the Universalist church. At the oon- school enjoyed a picnic on Blake’s was won hy Miss Kate Jewell and the country parson and the skit, Abraham
olnsion of the ceremony a reception was Island Saturday. The party left here first for the gentlemen by C. C. Piper. at the telephone, being particularly
iheld and refreshments of ice cream at 9.00 a.m. on Coombs’ launch, re Miss Alice Marble won the second for clever.
the ladies and the second for the gen The following was the program:
•and cake were served.
turning home in the evening.
PART I.
tlemen went to Joseph Sawyer. The
The guests included the members of
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wentworth
Maoy
Cascade Qrauge of Oakland, Victor and daughter have returned from a evening was passed very pleasantly 1. The Passing Regiment
Glee
Club
by
all.
Grange of Fairfield Centre, Mrs. week’s stiay witli relatives in Thorn
Dixie Girl
Lampe
Orant of Falrfieid, mother of the dike.
Dr. and Mrs. F. J. Robinson have
Mandolin Club
groom, Mr. and Mrs. Garland of Win
Reading
Selected
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Roderick left feturnetj from Dexter, where they
Mr. MoCombe
slow, Mr. and Mds. Brown of Water■ttttve., been for a few days visitiqg
The Mulligan Musketeers
ville. Miss Corson of Winslow, Mr. town Monday morning on an extended friends.
R. W. Atkinson
trip
and
will
visit
relatives
in
Boston,
and Mrs. Small jf Fairfield, Dr. and
, Glee Club'
^ party of gentlemen consisting of
New
York
City,
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
and
(a) When Love is Done
Mrs. Fred Wheeler of South Paris, A.
Dr. F. A. Knowlton, F. H. Neal, B.
C. B. Hawley
F. Williams of ’-Bath, and Mrs. Green- in Connecticut.
M. Bradbury and J. P. Lawry left
Marion
(b)
The
Storm
King
About
26
trout
were
caught
in
Snow
leaf, Clias. Smith and C. Allen Jones
Wednesday for a fishing trip to MooseMr.
Palmer
Pond Sunday, among those from Oak
and wife of Farmington.
W C. Powell
head Lake. W. J. Bradbury went 6. The Gondolier
Mandolin Club
The nresents were many and beau land who Were lucky enough to get Thursday,and it is understood that C.
PART H.
tiful, among them being an oak din one being D. M. Marhall, one weigh E. Furber and several others joined
1. "I Can’t Do That Sum,”
ing fable from Cascade Grange, two ing 6^ lbs., James Clark, a 6 pounder, them later.
Prom “Babes in Toyland”
chairs from Victor Grange, sideboard, Albion Blake, 6 and T. J. Field, 6.
There was a large attendance at the
Mr. Dodge and Glee Club
china closet, dinner set, parlor lamp,
Sargent Warren, a former resident
supper given at Benton by the Guild 2. The Flower Song,Mandolin Solo
clock, 70 pieces of silver and many of this town, who has resided in the
‘
Lange
of the Methodist society on Wednesday
Mr. Bean
'
pieces of hand-painted china and table eastern part of the state the -pasi few
evening, and a fine time was enjoyed 3. Reading
Selected
linen. The happy couple left this years, has returned to Oakland andby all. Eighteen dollars was taken at
Mr. McCombe
morning on a carriage drive through has secured the position as second
Come Down Ma Evenin’ Star
the door. A good musical and literary
the state, after which they will reside hand in the weave room at the Oas
Mandolin Club
program was. carried out after the
Duet—O, That We Two Were May
with Mr. Grant’s parents at Fairfield oade woolen mill, recently vacated by
supper.
ing
Smith
Center.
Harry Hodgman.
Mr. Dodge and Mr. Palmer
The business men of the town played
Herbert Skillings left town Tuesday
S. G. Bean, 06’
6. Alma Mater
,E. P. Sturtevant landed a trout morning for New York City, where their game of ball on Thursday after
Glee Club
noon at Fairfield Driving park. The
wnioh weighed five pounds Friday.
ho will rsmain seyeral weeks as the
West side played against the East
WON BY THE VISITORS.
George Taylor, superintendent of guest of friends.
side, and tne East side won by the
the Oakland woolen mill, has gone to
Dr. R. A. Benson, who has been score of 16 to 14. There WHS a good
Roston on business.
abroad studying the past nine months, attendance and the game was an in Cony High of Augusta Defeats Water
ville High Thursday 7 to 5.
It is safe to,pay that Mrs. Tryphena has arrived in New York and -is ex- teresting one to watch. ' The game
Holmes can lay claim, to; a distinction ppoted home this week. Dr. Benson belonged to both sides until _ the last Oony High of Augusta by superior
which no other residenF^ib tiie village Will locate in New York City after a inning.
playing defeated the Waterville High
can boast of. Mrs. Holmes is (19 years short visit here.
at baseball Thursday afternoon by a
of age, was born and has always lived
Miss Welch, demonstrator of Maple
score of 7 to 6.
mat become ONEin Oakland village and .visited Water- Flakes, is at the grocery store of D.
Waterville’s combination in the first
Tille Wednesday for tlie first time I M. Marshall & Company this week.
few
innings of the game did not prove
since she was 17 years old, thus cov Miss Brown has resumed her, duties Union of Baftist and Free Baptist De a very satisfactory one, and a change
ering a period of 62 years during as teaolier of the third grade, having nominations Discussed at Meeting in was made and it proved to be a good
which she has not been in the city. been absent for several days on ac Augusta.
oue for after that the team settled
It was also Mrs. Holmes’ first ride on count of German measles, wliioh are
There was a meeting in Augusta down and played a good game-,
a trolley oar. She evidently believes quite prevalfent in the schools at pres
Saturday of representatives of the Oony High lias a good tet^ and
in patronizing home trade.
ent. Baptist and' Free Baptist denomina their exhibition Thursday afternoon
Walter Welch left town Thursdoy
Mrs. George Foss of North Wayne tions of this state to discuss a possible was a good one, playing a good field
for Paris, Texas, where he has se is visiting at the home of G. B. Huff onion of the two ohhrobes.
ing and hitting game. The score:
cured a position in a shovel-handle for a few davs.
OONY.
The following statement was given
shop.
ab bh po a
out by the committee as a result of
1 1
Ooughlin, SB
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Dunn enter
the
conference:
PRESIDENTIAL TRAITS.
1 1
Tuell,
3b
tained ' a party of friends at their
The committee of conference ap Granger, If
0 0
cottage on Great Pond Tnursday, in That the Tears Have Somewhat pointed by the Baptist and Free Bap Metcalf, c
3 8
honor of Mr. Dunn’s brother, Mr. W.
2 2
tists of Maine met in the parlors of Langstau, p
Modified.
1 0
Marten, 2b
M. Dunn of Waterville, it being the
the First Baptist church, Saturday, Henny,
2 12
•60th anniversary of his birthday. The It is wortli while observing that May 13 at 10 a.m. Those present Hendee, lbcf
1 0
party included Mr. and Mrs. W. M. three years and six mouths in the were:
Hiebborn, 2b
0 2
Dunn, Mr.' and Mrs. A. R. Small, White House have wrought, a great Prof. A. W. Anthony of Lewiston,
Totals
41 7 11 26 12 2
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Ayer and Mr. change in the President, says a Wash ,Rev. Lewis Malvern of Portland, Rev.
WATERVILLE.
and Mrs. H. W. Greeley.
ington letter to the Indianapolis k C. Whitcomb of Bangor, Hon. N.
ab r bh po
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Livingstone News. If it did not sound disrespect S. Purinton of Bowdoinham and B. Knauff, 3b
6
1 1
are receiving congratulations on the ful it might be said that he had been C. Jordan of Alfred committee' of Goodwin, of, If
2
0
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TRYK«3 TO FIND PIRE(BUG.
—fBoston Police Making Special Elffort
to Effect Onpture.
'
Boston, May 16.—Every policeman In
Boston, upon starting out on his tour
of duty last night, was handed what
the authorities believe to be a perfect
fiescrlptlou of the Incendiary respon
sible for the numerous fires during sev
eral mouths past. In addition to this
the officers were ordered to arrest every
person acting suspiciously near bulld. lugs.
'
Tho much-wanted firebug, It Is be
lieved, Isyiot more than 25 years old.
From several sources the police re
ceived a description of a man ivho stole
a quantity of cotton waste from a Bos
ton and Maine freight car, and the de
scription of thl^ young man ans-wers in
every particular that of the young
man who has been seen in tlie vicinity
of a number of the buildings burned
by an incendiary.
“Look out for your place. We will
burn It tomorrow night." That was
the wording of a note left on the door-step of a house at 15 Warwick street
in the teuemeint district of Roxbury
last night. A half an hour before the
note was found tlie fire department
was called out for an incendiary fire In
a tenement house, in the same district
wlilcli, but for the prompt alarm turned
ill, would have resulted seriously. The
building is occupied by slx^ families.
The stairway of the building, Mtuated
at 15 Hammond street, was soaked
•with kerosene oil, and the flames were
burning fiercely when the lirenien ar
rived, closing the main exits to the oc
cupants of tho second and third floors.
The damage to the building was small.,
UNIQUE MUR/DEU DEFENSE.
Somierville, N. J., Maj' 16.—Counsel
for George H. W’ood. oliarged with the
murder of George Williams, will en
deavor to show that Wood was mentdeavor to show that Wood was men
tally Irresixmslble when he shot Will
dinary sense. T’h^r contention will be
that WO^ was alfiicted with a form
of aphasia, causing him to have a dual
personality, which resulted at times in
the co-nunlsslon of abnormal actions In
innocence of any wrongful intent, and
that it was while lii such a''condition
that he killed Williams, retaining no
recollection of what he had done when
his other personality was dominant.
RACE TRAIN WRECKED.
New York, May 16.—Nearly a score
of perso-ns were injured in tlie wreck ofa special race train bound from, Brook
lyn to the Belmont Park race track.
The locomotive ran Into a half-open
switch and was overturned and the
three fonvard cars left the, rails and
crashed into each other. --All tho passenger.v injured were In these cars,
those in the rest of the train escaping
with a slight sliaking iqi. All'but oue,
are expected to recover.
STATE TAX ON VEsS^LS.
Washington, May 16.—^The supreme
court of the United States has atfirmed
an opinion saistaiuing a state tax on
the vessels of-.the Old Dominion Steam
ship company. Justice Brewer held
that where vessels are engaged in In
terstate conunerce wliolly within the
limits of a state, they are subject to
taxation within that state, although
they may have been registered or enloiled at a port outside'ftfe limits.
KNOWS WHY BROaTIER DIED.
Kansas City, May 16.—Richard Croker, Jr., aceompanylngthe body of Her
bert V. Ci-oker. who died in a train
near Newton, left last night for New
York. He made an investigation of
the clremnstances surrounding his
brother’s death and .said lie was con
vinced that It was due to the excessive
use of tobacco, liquor and opium.
There would be no autopsy, he said.
GOT LIGHT SENYPEiNCE.
Waslilngton, May 16.—Lieutenant
Otto B. Grimm, on duty as property
and (llshursiiig officer of tlie signal
corps at Manila, has been found guilty
of falling to properly keep and account
for $1011, entrusted to his charge for
disbursement. He has been sentenced
to be suspended from' promotion to the
grade of captain for five years.
RAILWAY BILL SHELVED.
Boston, May 16.—The Massachusetts
house referred to the.uext general court
the hill pioviding for the colistructlon
of street railways through the pur
chase of private lands, by tlie exercise
of tho right ‘of eminent domain. The
maasure had been- reported favorably
by the street railway committee.
QUARRYMEN BADLY HURT.
Mtlford, Mass., May 16.—Peter John
son and Lulge Perdorelll, employes at
the pink granite quarries, were seri
ously Injured by the breaking of a guy
wire attached to a holstlivg derrick.
The heavy -wire struck Johnson on, the
head, fraefuring his skull. Perdorelll
was struck in the back.
DESERVING OP MEDALS.
iWashliigton, May 16.—The secretary
of war has suggested the award of life
saving inedlals td Thomas Richards,
Charles White and Thomas Thompson,
all of St. Mlchpel, Alaska, for bravery
In rescuing Captain Polte and two In
dians who were caught In an Icedrlft
and carried out to sea.
SAGE REFUSED TO SETTLE.
Nyaek, N. Y., May 10.—Bfceklel C. M.
Band, for 20 years confidential agent of
Russell Sage, obtained a verdict against
Sage in the Rockland county supreme
court for $800, which he claimed Sage
owed him. Sage denied the claim and
retained ex-Meuator Lexow’ to defaad
flw caseu

Never a Better Time.
to t'ke out a* policy in the
Egoltable than novr. Talk
with
K. 8. ^ uroer, -Auguita, mo.
about It o<-i'ommunlcaie with
Franklin H. Hazelton,
Manager for Maine

PORTLAND, MAINE

Strongest Id tbe World’
Assets, $413,953,020-74
SDrpiDS, $80,794,269.21
Dlridon'’BpaId nollryholders In laat five years
, $26,654,641.78 .
Equitable Life Assurance Society
OF THE UNITED STATES.

NOTKD PERRIS WHEEL IS TO BE
DESTROYED.

Wrecking the Ferris Wheel with
dynamite, the grand finale of tbe
Lonisiana Fnrobase Exposition at St.
Lonis promises to be by far the most
speotaonlar, extraordinary and thrilibg performance in the long line of
remarkable accomplishments which
have marked the oonrse of the World’s
fair.
When Forest park and the World’s
fair site have been denuded of the
palaces which made memorable the
summer of 1904, when everything
servioeable has been removed to
places of safety, it is the plan of the
wreckers to oomplete their work of
destruction by planting a mine under
the Ferris Wbeel,- and as the great
structure of cobwebby steel collapses,
the' curtain will be rang down upon
the Exposition as a physical proposi
tion.
The wreckers at present do not
propose to barn any extravagant
quantities of red fire as the great
wheel goes into the air to come dowb
agaiu i neither are they planning so
speotaonlar an end to the amnsement
and engineering marvel merely tp see
what will happen when tbe explosion
ooonrs.
It is a plaiii business proposition.
The wheel, which was baptized nnto
the pleasure of the Oolnmbian Ex
position thrones and throneh tbe later
years has ministered nnto the desires
of Sunday crowds in Ohioago and
Ooney Island, and which completed
its career iu St. Louis, is no longer
worth considering as a bnsiuess
proposition, according to persons in
terested in its past and future.
The wheel has been torn dovyn and
reconstructed three times, and, dur
ing its orieln from 1893, there are
those who would believe that4t conld
no longer be made safe for carrying
passenger8.
Under snob oironmstanoes, it is the
opinion that the cost of taking it
down pieoe by piece would not be
worth tbe while, as the labor neces
sary would be almost as great as was
needed in constmoting the bnge
merry-go-ronnd.
From scrap iron it came and to
scrap iron it mnst return is the verdiot, and the easiest and quickest way
of rednoiug tbe wheel to chnnks of
twisted iron and steel probably will
be followed.—Bangor Oommeroial.
FABLE OP THE HEN.

.

Onoe upon a time (very recently) a
hpn went npon a strike and refused to
lay. Other hens followed her example,
and the scarcity of hen fruit which
resulted oansed eggs to retail for
something like 60. cents per dozen.
In other words, strictly frbsh eggs
laid by scab hens were worth about
five cents each in the shell. Even
cold storage eggs which were deadly
explosive and bad to be handled with
oare brought 30 cents.
The people got toeether and remon
strated with the hens, but it did no
good. Finally an arbitration commit
tee waited on the hens and tried to
persuade them to go back to work.
The arbitration committee pointed out
that only the rich oonld afford to eat
eggs, bnt the hens refused to return
to work. The arbitration oommittee
then told the heus^that if they persitsed in the strike they would bring
raoe snioide on themselves.
Then a wise old lien arose and spoke
as follows:
"In the spri'ng when ns hens wish
to sit the people give ns porcelain
doorknobs to sit on. If the porcelain
doorknobs are as good as eggs to sit
on, they onght to be as good to eat as
eggs. Tell the people to eat porcelain
doorknobs. ”
Tbe arbitration oommittee oonld not
answer this argument, and departed
in tears.
Moral—Deoeit will come home to
roost.—Boston Post.

Administrator’s Notice.
Tlio Bul^rlboi- hereby ^cs notice tliat lie
bas boei/aulyuppolntoil lAouilnlalrator on the
os ate oriClianes Keith, late of Waterville In
tho county of Kennebec, dcceaBed, and given
houds Bs the laer directs. All perBona having
demands against the estate of said doceased
are di-slrod o ]iresent the same for Helllement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
May 8, lOOS.

ALBERT K. KEITH.

53-3w

KEfJNEBEC COUNTY. %g[nCoutt of Probate
hold at Augu-ta on tho second Monday of May,
1C06.
Maggie D. Dav, widow '•Of Harris W. Day
lato or Waterville In said County duceasoo,
having presented her appllcat'on for allowanoe
out of the pe aonal osiatoof said deceased;
OuuEREi), That notice th- reof be given three
weeks successlvelv, in tko Waterville Mall,
minted In Watorvlde la .aatd County, 'hat au
lersons interested may attend at a Probate
Jourt to ho held at Augusta, on tho second
Monday of Juno next, and show cause, If any
they have, twhy tbe prayer of said petiUon
should not be granted.
Q. T. STEVENS, Judge.
Attest; W. A. NBWCOlIH, Register.- 5a-3w
KKNNBBVO OOUNTV. In Probate Court,
ut Augusta. In vacation May 18, 1905
A Certain InsL'ument, puruortlng to be the
last will and t stament of Waii'en M. True,
late of Waterville in said County, deceased,
having been presented for probate;
Orpebed, 'fbefbotlce thereof be given three
wooks BuccesslvelT prior to the second Monday
of June next, in the Waterville Mall, a news
paper printed in Waterville that all persons lolorosted may attend at a Court of Probate then
to bo bolden at Augusta and show cause, if any,
why the said Instrument should not be proved,
approved and allowed as the last wlUanu
testament of the said deoMsed.
G. T. STEVENS, Judge.
attest: W. a.NEWCOMB, BegUter.
mw

